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Foreword
Trapped particle radiation levels on several OSO missions were calculated for
nominal trajectories using improved computational methods and new electron
environment models. Temporal variations of the electron fluxes were considered
and partially accounted for. Magnetic field calculations were performed with
a current field model, extrapolated to a later epoch with linear time terms.
Orbital flux integration results are presented in graphical and tabular form;
they are analyzed, explained, and discussed.
Estimates of energetic solar proton fluxes are given for one year missions at
selected integral energies from 10 to 100 Mev. This report supersedes all
past issuances or releases regarding Van Allen belt radiation on OSO satellites.
The information contained in the present report replaces all previously
distributed data, especially the data released in the last OSO-I and OSO-H
report of July 1971 (Stassinopoulos, 1971).
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Introduction
Several circular flight paths were considered for the future OSO missions, all
located at the same altitude but at different inclinations, ranging from 33 to
90 degrees prograde, and for three nominal launch dates spaced two years apart,
starting in 1974.
As stated in the previous OSO study (Stassinopoulos, 1971), a combination of
small inclination (i 4-50°) and low altitude (h. 5000 km) produces trajecto-
ries that lie almost completely within the region of magnetic dipole space
called the "inner zone" (1.0. L 2.8), in contrast to high inclination (i a 55°)
circular or elliptical flight paths at arny altitude, that traverses the entire
terrestrial radiation belt twice during each revolution, moving back and forth
through regions of low L values (i.e. the inner zone) and regions of high L
values (i.e. the outer zone : L~ 2.8) respectively.
Therefore, of the specified trajectories, the polar cases- warrant special con-
sideration because they pass through regions of space, within the magnetospheres
that are accessible to subrelativistic cosmic ray fluxes of solar origin. A
detailed discussion of this matter is given in a subsequent section on "Energetic
Solar Proton Fluxes".
Two new environment models were used in the OSO calculations : the AE5 by
Teague and Vette (1972) for the inner zone electrons, and the AE4 by Singley
and Vette (1971) for the outer zone electrons. Some observations on both models
are in order.
In constructing these models it was possible to infer a change of the average
quiet-time electron flux levels as a function of the solar cycle. However, a
complete temporal description of the solar cycle dependence is not available
at this time. In their present form, both models are static, describing the
environment as it existed in October 1967, at about solar maximum conditions.
An additional version of each, corresponding to a solar minimum epoch, will
be issued later. In the meantime, calculations performed with the current
versions for the years 1973-1975 (next expexted period of decreased solar
activity) will inevitably overestimate the predicted fluxes. To partially
compensate for this error, the uncertainty factor attached to the electron
results will be adjusted correspondingly (see Appendix A, last paragraph).
It should also be noted that the inner zone environment in 1967 still con-
tained substantial amounts of artificial electrons, injected into the mag-
netosphereby the Starfish nuclear explosion of 1962 (Teague and Stassino-
poulos, 1972). Since the residual artificial components, contained in the
AE5 model, are still significantly predominant at some L values and for
some energies, it was necessary to update the model in this regard and to
remove the remaining artificials.
Approximate dates at which the Starfish fluxes had decayed down to natural
background levels (Tezue anr. Stassinopoulos, 1972) and apparent decay
lifetimes for the artificials (StassinoPoulos and Verzariu, 1971) were
available as functions of eansegy and X . Using these cutoff times and
lifetimes, the artificial cc;or.e;nt va& reemoved from the model data by
an exponential decay fur.ncrtl
No special considerations are required for the proton results, obtained
from standard models long in use. Although they describe a static envi-
ronment, this is a valid representation for these particles because ex-
perimental measurements have shown that no significant changes with time
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have occurred in the proton population. With the exception of the fringe
areas of the proton belt, that is, at very low altitudes and at the outer
edges of the trapping region, the possible error introduced by the static
approximation lies well within the uncertainty factor attached to the
models. Consequently, the proton data may be applied to ary epoch without
the need for an updating processe
Appendix A contains pertinent information on units, field models, tra-
jectory generation and conversion, etc.
Two new sections, Appendixes B and C, have been added to this report,
relating to the enclosed tables and plots, explaining their format and
describing their data.
A further addition to the output data and the reference material usually
included in our reports iss
a) a projection of the satellite trajectory on a world map grid
drawn in Miller cylindrical coordinates, where the start of
each successive orbit (revolution) is sequentially numbered,
b) a trace of the flight path in magnetic B-L space after conver-
sion from geocentric geographic (geodetic system) to geocentric
geomagnetic (B-L system) coordinates,
c) computer produced exposure analysis table,
d) computer produced time account table,
Novel features in our old tables, besides improved headlines and labels,
ares
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a) new constant L-band intervals on the first output table,ex-
tending now to L-8.2,
b) L-band tables also generated for protons,
c) complete description of low energy protons included as a stan-
dard procedure in all studies,
d) spectral distribution given also in average orbit-integrated
instantaneous fluxes.
At this point we should emphasize that our calculations are only approxi-
mations due to the large uncertainties in future flux levels; as always,
we strongly recommend that all persons receiving parts of this report
be advised about this uncertainty (see last paragraph of Appendix A).
Finally, an explanation regarding the attribute "standard", frequently
used in the reformatted OFI (Orbital Flux Integration) Study Reports.
The term is applied as a modifier to parameters, constants, or variables
in order to indicate or refer to some specific value of these quantities
that had been used without change over extended periods of time.
Although override possibilities do exist in the OFI system, a routinely
submitted production run will, by default option, always use these
"standard" values. The term is also used in reference to established
forms, style, processes, or procedures, as for example, "standard
tables", "standard plots", "standard production runs", etc. A list of
some quantities, values, or expressions modified by "standard" is given
in Table 1.
Results: Analysis and Discussion
The outcome of our calculations is summarized in Tables 3 to 52, which are all
computer produced. The tables are arranged in four sets, where every set pertains
to one specific type of table: the first set contains the "L-band" tables,
the second the "Spectral Distribution and Exposure Index" tables, the third the
tables of "Peaks", and the fourth the "Exposure Analysis" summary and the "Time
Account"breakdown. All sets except the last contain three similar members: one
for low energy protons, one for high energy protons, and one for electrons, in
that order. Further explanations on the tables and a more detailed description
of their contents is given in Appendix B. Figure 1 is a guide to table arrange-
ment, as produced by a standard production run of the Orbital Flux Integration
(OFI) program UNIFLUX.
Some of the tabulated data is also computer plotted in Figures 3 to 52, with
additional Figures 53-57 containing plots of flight path data. Finally, Figure
58 shows the orbit integrated solar proton spectrum of the polar trajectories
considered in this study. As with the tables, the plots are arranged in four
sets, where each set pertains to one specific type of plot: the first set
contains "Time and Flux Histograms", the second "Spectral Profiles", the third
"Peaks per Orbit", and the fourth trajectory "World Map Projections" and "B-L
Space Tracings". Again, all sets except the last contain three similar members:
one for each type of particle considered. The last set contains two independent
members. Appendix C describes and explains the plots. Figure 2 is a guideAplot
arrangement, as produced by a standard production run. The final, single,




See Figures 48-52 for World Map projections.
See Figures 53-57 for B-L Space Tracings.
High inclination circular and elliptical trajectories (i>55 ) or low inclination
elliptical orbits of large eccentricity traverse the entire terrestrial radiation
belt twice during each revolution. The vehicle thus executes a transverse
motion in L-space, passing successively through a region of low L values (1.0<Lc
2.8) and of high L values (L>2.8), commonly referred to as the inner zone and
the outer zone. The specified polar trajectory falls into that category (Figure 57).
Under unperturbed conditions, the relative orbit period determines the nodal
precession of the trajectory. For circular flight paths the period is a simple
funcbtion. of the geocentric distance. At the altitude proposed for the OSO
missions, the period is about 1.594 hours with a corresponding precession of
23.9 degrees approximately. This amounts to about 15 orbits for a twentyfour
hour flight-time duration. Now in the case of circular trajectories with
large inclinations, the possibility exists that, when successive orbits lie
more than 20 degrees apart, the simulated flight path may be "skipping" some
high intensity regions of the radiation belts. Normally, this condition can
be remedied by extending the flight time to 48 or 96 hours, whereby a denser
sampling of the environment is insured. A 24-hour flight duration was considered
adequate for the study at hand.
For reasons of clarity,the world map projections of the trajectories considered
are plotted for ten revolutions only. The orbit numbers appear at the starting
points of each revolution.
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On the respective B-L graphs, only five orbits are plotted for the same reasons,
forming the depicted patterns. Each orbit crosses the magnetic equator twice
at the positions where the curves touch the equatorial line. The transverse
motion is strikingly displayed in the polar case. The spreading (displacement)
of the traces is the effect of the nodal precession.
II. Spectral Profiles
For tabulated data consult Tables 18-32.
For plotted data consult Figures 18-32.
The integral spectra presented in this report are orbit integrated, statistically
averaged, trapped particle spectra, characteristic of the specific trajectories
that produced them.
Noteworthy are the electron spectra obtained from the new environment models
AE5 and AE4, especially in regards to the steep fall-off to zero flux for
E>5.0 Mev. The apparent cutoff at about 5. Mev is probably due to the complete
decay of the high energy Starfish artificials by 1967, assuming no significant
numbers of naturals exist with energies E>5.0 Mev.
With regards to the protons, it is advisable to ignore the extrapolation from
4 Mev down to 3 Mev for the high energy model (AP6). These values may be too
much in error and should best be replaced with the corresponding fluxes from
the low energy model(AP5).
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The high energy protons display a very hard spectrum for energies above 30 Mev
at the intermediate inclinations of the OSO trajectories. When the plane of the
orbit is further tilted towards a polar inclination, the extend of this very
hard segement of the spectrum increases: it spreads down to lower energies,
commencing at about 20 Mev for i = 90O
In the regions of space considered in this study, the level of orbit integrated
fluxes obtained from circular trajectories at a constant altitude increases
when inclination is raised. This holds for all species and applies to most
energies.
Similarly, the spectral distributions change when inclination is varied. The
electron spectra harden gradually towards higher inclinations, while the low
energy proton spectra seem to soften, apparently due to a substantial increase
in the number of .1 -.3 kev particles. The high energy proton spectra between
the inclinations 330°i <90°tend to soften first and then harden again towards
a polar tilt.
III. Peaks per Orbit
Tabulated data is contained in Tables 33-47.
Plotted data is shown in Figures 33-47.
The absolute peaks presented in this report have been obtained for standard
OFI (Orbital Flux Integration) energies: E>.1 Mev for low evergy protons,
E>5. Mev for high energy protons, and E >.5 Mev for electrons.
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Obviously the peak contours follow a periodic pattern based on the daily
cycle of revolutions (See: "I. Trajectory Data" for more detail) which would
repeat itself if plotted for several consecutive days. Since the trajectories
investigated are circular, no major changes with time are expected, assuming
stable orbits and no atmospheric drag effects.
The amplitude of the cyclic daily peak variation and the peaks themselves,
vary with inclination and with altitude. At the constant height of the OSO
trajectories and for the range of inclinations considered, the maxima of the
high energy proton and of the electron peak-flux contours remain about constant;
the maxima of the low energy proton contours rise by almost two orders of
magnitude in the interval from i = 33 to i - 90.
The minima are tied in with a striking feature of the peak contours: the sharp
drops in the encountered flux values, which during certain orbits may go to
zero, at intermediate inclinations. As far as can be determined, these
dips or "flux free" intervals are valid. Apparently they arise because those
particular orbits miss some or all of the higher intensity regions of space,
populated by the particles in question. As inclination approaches 90 degrees,
the amplitude of the dayly oscillations shrinks for the low energy protons and
the electrons, the minima rise rapidly, and the "flux free" intervals disappear.
Not so for the extrema of the high energy proton peaks, which maintain a
constant amplitude and only suffer a slightly reduced "flux free" time interval.
9
The number of zero flux orbits for each of the selected OSO trajectories is
indicated below:
Incl. Pr. L Pr. H El.
33°  5 5 5
400 4 4 3
45°  4 4 1
50a 3.5 4 0
900 0 3 0
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Energetic Solar Proton Fluxes
Good measurements of solar cycle 20 interplanetary cosmic ray fluxes at
about 1 A.U. are now available. These interplanetary particles are also observed
over the high latitude polar cap regions. However, at other latitudes the geo-
magnetic field effectively shields the earth from some of these cosmic rays by
deflecting the lower energy particles, while only particles with increasingly
higher energy penetrate to lower latitudes.
In order to consider the effect of geomagnetic shielding from cosmic rays
on an orbiting spacecraft, the total time spent by the vehicle in regions of space
accessible to these particles has to be calculated, as a function of particle
energy, for the entire lifetime of the satellite. In other words, the exposure of
a spacecraft to these particles is in essence a function of trajectory altitude
and inclination, and mission duration.Of course, this applies only to the years
of increased solar activity and whether a satellite will "see" energetic solar
protons or not, even in accessible regions of the magnetosphere, depends on the
epoch within the solar cycle, at which the mission is to be flown. If it coincides
with the period of low solar activity (years of solar minimum), it most likely
will not encounter any energetic solar protons, and vice versa.
Having calculated a mission related exposure time for a specific trajectory,
one can use experimentally determined low energy cosmic ray fluxes of solar origig
from which the galactic background has been subtracted, to obtain vehicle encoun-
tered energetic solar proton intensities. In the present study, the annual mean
of event and cycle integrated proton fluxes of cycle 20, given by Stassinopoulos
and King (1973) for energies ranging from E - 10 Mev to E - 100 Mev, were used
to estimate cycle 21 intensities on the 1978 ( and maybe also the 1976) OSO missions
at 900 and 500 inclination. The other inclinations are not affected at all.
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However, no thorough statistical treatment has yet been worked out in
regards to the probability of actual cycle 21 fluxes exceeding the predicted
intensities. Crude model confidence levels only are available at this time. The
importance of such statistics must be emphasized; it is best demonstrated by the
occurrence of the August 4-7, 1972, event, which was the largest recorded in
solar cycles 19 and 20, exceeding its fluxes exceeding the accumulative total
of all other cycle 20 events by about a factor of 2 for the E - 10 Mev protons
and by a factor of 4 for the the E - 30 and E - 60 Mev particles. Therefore,
caution is advisable when using the data presented in this report.
The probability that the estimated fluxes for the 1978 (1976 ?) OSO mission
will be exceeded by an actual event , is about 33% for a one year mission duration.
Figure 58 shows the annual, omnidirectional, integral spectral profile of the
energetic solar proton fluxes in units of particles per square centimeter.
Note : these fluxes apply only to the mission planned for 1978. It is not
expected that the 1974 and the 1976 (maybe) missions will encounter energetic solar
protons of any significance; at least, it is very unlikely (but not impossible) to
have a major event occurring during the years of minimum solar activity. The 1976
mission is a borderline case and, depending on the length of cycle 20, may or
may not be within solar-min range.
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Application of Predicted Radiation Levels to future OSO Missions
The planning for the OSO project includes several missions with proposed
tentative launch dates in the years 1974, 1976, and 1978. Tha present radiation
study was conducted for the first of these missions, the OSO'I, scheduled for
launch sometime in 1974. Since subsequent missions will have similar orbital
configurations, the results of this investigation may be applied to these later
missions also, provided the effects of time on the fluxes are taken into account,
if and where necessary, and corresponding adjustments are made to either the
intensity levels or the uncertainty factors. We will discuss these adjustments
in the following paragraphs.
I. Trapped Protons :
II. Trapped Electrons:
for the time being and until newer or better proton
models become available, the fluxes contained in this
report may be used without change or adjustment for any
later epoch since the proton environment does not display
significant temporal variations.
The use of the given electron results for a 1976 or 1978
mission (at about solar maximum) is quite appropriate,
considering that the calculated fluxes pertain to a
solar maximum epoch anyway (hence the restricted use of
the uncertainty factor discussed on pages 2 and A-3).
The only adjustment necessary would be to restore the
multiplicative action of the uncertainty factor in order
to obtain a suitable upper limit for the fluxes. Eventudly,
a solar minimum version of the electron models will be
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For the specified OSO flight paths, orbit tapes were generated with the standard
integration stepsize of one minute, and for a 24 hour flight-time, in order
to insure sufficient sampling coverage. (For more details see: Results,
I. Trajectory Data.) The following circular trajectories were thus produced:
Alt(km) Inclination
550 33 40o 4f 50o 90o
The orbits were subsequently converted from geocentric polar into magnetic
B-L coordinates with McIlwain's INVAR Program of 1965 (Hassit and McIlwain,
1967) and with the field routine ALLMAG by Stassinopoulos and Mead (1972),
utilizing the IGRF (1965) geomagnetic field model by Cain and Gain (1971),
calculated for the epoch 1974.6.
Orbital flux integrations were performed with Vette's current models of the
environment, the new AE5-AE4 for the inner and outer zone electrons, the
AP6-AP7 for high energy protons, and the AP5 for low energy protons. All
are static models which do not consider temporal variations; this includes the
new electron models, at least as far as the present calculations are concerned.
See text for further details on this matter;
A-1
The documents that describe these models are listed below:
Model Reference
AE4 Singley and Vette, 1972
AE5 Teague and Vette, 1972
AP5 King, 1967
AP6 Lavine and Vette, 1969
AP7 Lavine and Vette, 1970
The results, relating to the omnidirectional, vehicle encountered, integral,




3. Totals per orbit
4. Peaks per orbit
: total trajectory integrated flux
averaged into particles/cm% day,
: time integrated average, character-
istic of the orbit, in
particles/cm'. sec,
non-averaged, single-orbit integrated
flux in particles/cm2 orbits and
highest orbit-encountered instantane-
ous flux in particles/cm.sec,
where one orbit = one revolution.
Please note: we wish to emphasize the fact that the data presented in this
report are only approximations. We do not believe the results to be any
better than a factor of 2 for the protons and a factor of 3 for the electrons.
It is advisable to inform all potential users about this uncertainty in
the data.
Pleases also note that the electrons have been calculated with a model
describing the environment at solar maximum. The obtained fluxes may, therefore,
A-2
be an overestimate for those OSO missions, which are scheduled to fly around
solar minimum (1974; possibly 1976: depending on the duration of the present
solar cycle). Consequently, it is suggested that the electron results be





a) The L-band Table:
The table contains 36 L-bands Li of equal size, covering the range from
L - 1.0 to L - 8.2 earth radii in constant increments of .2 earth radii.
For the L-intervals determined in this way, orbital spectral functions
N>E,EN;Li) - [i JkC>E;B) ]  /[ Jk>EN;B)]  i1,36 (1)
i Li: Li < L Li+
are obtained at nine arbitrary energy levels such that the integral
spectrum is equal to 1 for E - EN, where EN was taken to be .1, 5.,
and .S Mev for low energy protons, the high energy protons, and the
electrons, respectively. The notation Li is used to indicate the
L-band from Li to Li+,, while J(>E;B) is the integral, omnidirectional
flux yielded by the environment model used in the calculation. The
spectral functions N are evaluated for the total flight time simulated
in the study, where'the summing index k selects all trajectory points
lying in each Li.
The corresponding orbital distribution functions, representing fluxes
above energy EN, are given by
P(E;Li) - At[ JkC>E;B)L (2)
where At is the constant time increment of orgit integration, whose
B-1
standard value is 60 seconds. The distribution functions are fluxes
accumulated in their respective Li bands over the total flight period
considered.
The orbital distribution functions are listed on the table at the bot-
tom of each L-interval and are labeled "NORMPLUX". The nine integral
energy levels selected for the low And high energy protons and for
electrons are given below in units of '4ev" for all particles:
Protons Electrons
Low High









where the normalization energy is indicated by a star (').
b) The Spectral Distribution and Exposure Index Table:
This table has three parts:
I. The spectrum 'j (E) given in % for energy intervals that cor-
respond to the energy levels of the previously discussed
table (L-bands), with two special columns showing the total
orbit integrated flux for these energy intervals averaged
into instantaneous I; and daily ID intensities
B-2
I D(E)
'(tiE) 100 ja (3)
where
ko
F(>E1 ) -C J Jk(>El;B,L)tt (4)
kol
ID(tE) - C At >E;BL) - Jk(>Ejl;B,L) (S)
IjCAE) - I CAE)/86400 (6)
24C - - T a koAt i1l,36
and where k0 is the upper limit of k. It is equal to the total
number of time increments considered in the study.
II. The composite orbit spectrum for integral energies, giving the
total vehicle encountered fluxes averaged into daily SD(~E)
and instantaneous S5 (>Ej) intensities for 15 discrete energy
levels:
sD >E) - cat Jm(>E) j-l,l5 (7)
S (>E) - SD (>E)/8 6 400 (8)
where the summation is performed for the entire simulated mission
duration T and includes all fluxes with energies greater than Bj.
B-3 I
Ill. The exposure index, given Cfor the normalization energy used
in the L-band table) at nine successive intensity ranges Rn
one order of magnitude apart, in terms of exposure duration
TCRn) converted to hours, and total number of particles
(C>,EN;Rn) accumulated while in that intensity range. The
notation Rn is used to indicate the intensity range fromn
r tornl:
C>EN;R n ) . T(Rn ) o(>EN;Rn) R n (9).
O >EN;Rn) [ JC EN;r)] / i (10)
T(R n ) - At (C1)
where i is the upper limit of t in each Rn.
c) The Table of Peaks:
In this table, the absolute instantaneous peak flux encountered during
each successive orbit (revolution) is listed for the indicated energy
range. There are nine columns on this table. Column I is an orbit
counting device, based on the period of the orbit when the trajectory
lies in the equatorial plane and is circular, on the physical perigee
in all elliptical cases, and on the equatorial crossing for 'circular
inclined trajectories. Column 2 gives the peak flux. Columns 3, 4, and S
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indicate the spacecraft position in geocentric coordinates at which' the
peak was encountered, while columns 6, 7, and 8 determine respectively
the time and the magnetic B-L coordinates for this event. It should
be noted that all simulated flight paths for the purpose of orbital
radiation studies start at to - 0 hours. Finally, the last column in-
dicates the total flux encountered during that particular orbit. It
is advisable to disregard the last line on this table because many times
that orbit is incomplete and the fluxes or positions shown do not cor-
respond to true peaks.
d) The Exposure Analysis Summary:
The summary is contained in the left half of this last-table of each set
as a semi-independent and separate table. It indicates what percent of
its total lifetime T the satellite spends in "flux free" regions of
space, what percent of T in "high intensity" regions, and while in the
latter, what percent of its total daily flux it accumulates.
In the context of this study, the term "flux free" applies to all re-
gions of space where trapped particle fluxes are less than one proton or
electron per square centimeter per second, having energies E > .1, E > S.,
and E > .5 Mev for the low energy protons, the high energy protons,
and the electrons, respectively; by definition, this includes all re-
gions outside the radiation belts. The concept of "trapped particle
fluxes" is meant to include stably trapped, pseudo-trapped, and trans-
ient fluxes, as long as they are part of or contained in the environment
models used and, in the case of transients or pseudos, their sources
B3S
are considered powerful enough to supply them in a substantial ,and
ever present way.
Similarly, we define as "high intensity" those regions of space where
the instantaneous, integral, omnidirectional, trapped-particle flux
is greater than 103 protons with energies E > oor > S. Mev, and
greater than 10s electrons with energies E > .5 Mev.
The values given in this table are statistical averages, obtained over
extended intervals of mission time. However, they may vary signifi-
cantly from one orbit to the next, when individual orbits are considered.
e) The Time Account Breakdown:
The breakdown of orbit time is given in the right half of the last table
of everF set, in the same semi-independent form as the summary. The
table shows the total lifetime spent by the vehicle in the inner zone
T (1.0 < L 5 2.5) and the outer zone To (2.5 < L s 7.0) of the trapped
particle radiation belt, and also the percent duration spent outside
that region (L > 7.0), which is denoted by Te (T-external), such that
for any mission
T = Ti + T0 + T0e  100%o
The confinement of the outer zone within the boundary of the L a 7.0
volume is arbitrary and has no physical meaning. It is intended only
as a simplification to facilitate our calculations. The region con-
sidered "external" (L - 7.0) in this study is still partially a domain
of the outer zone, at least as far out as L - 11.0 earth radii, accord-
B.6
ing to the latest electron models CSingley and Vette, 1972).
A last item on this table: the inner zone time Ti may be subdivided
into two parts: the percentage of time spent outside the region




a) The Time and Flux Histogram:
This plot shows two curves superimposed on the same graph, namely, one
each for the variables "time" and "flux". Both are given as functions
of the parameter L (earth radii) within the range 1 - L - 7, on a semi-
log scale. The plot depicts: C1) by a plain curve the characteristic
trajectory intensities as obtained from the orbital integration process
in terms of averaged, instantaneous, integral particle fluxes above a
given energy, over constant L-bands of .1 earth radius width, and
(21 by a contour marked with symbols the percent of total lifetime C%T)
spent in each L-interval. The logarithmic ordinate relates to the time-
flux -variables. The printed numbers are powers of 10 and pertain to the
fluxes; the scale values for the time curve are given in the upper part
of the ordinate label: from 10'3 to 102 percent of T. The type of
particles, their integral energy, and the units, are all given in the
lower part of the label. The label on top of the graph lists some useful
information about the trajectory.
b) The Spectral Profile:
A graphical presentation of the final spectral distribution, obtained
from the orbital integration process r The plot is a semi-log graph,
where the abscissa is a linear energy scale for'integral particle energies
C-a
Eo in Mev, and the ordinate is a logarithmic scale for the orbit inte-
grated fluxes, given in daily averages for energies greater than 1E;
the printed scale values are powers of 10.
c) Peaks per Orbit:
Here the absolute peak intensities, encountered per period, are plotted
for the duration of the total flight time considered (1 period a 1 revo-
lution - 1 orbit). The logarithmic ordinate relates to instantaneous
particle fluxes of the environment at the indicated energy threshold,
while the abscissa is a linear orbit entumeration.
Al World Map Grid Projection of Orbits:
The trajectory is plotted for several revolutions on a global map
produced by a Miller Cylindrical' Projection. The contours of the con-
tinents have been omitted for clarity. The positions of either equatorial
crossing, of physical perigee, or of period commencement are indicated
by numbers identifying the orbits shown in this graph. For all tra-
jectories, the distance between successive sequential numbers is a
measure of the orbit precession.
e) B-L Trace of Orbits:
This plot shows a trace of the trajectory in B-L space on a semi-log
scale. Several orbits are usually depicted, each identified by its
sequential number. The magnetic equator is entered on all plots. The
logarithmic ordinate relates to the field strength B in gauss;. the
C.2









Incl. Min-L Max-L Min-B
33 1.00 2.24 0.19154
40 1.00 2.95 0.19265
45 1.00 3.95 0.19310
50 1.00 5.66 0.19194
90 1.00 >20.00 0.19270
TABLE 2
Partial Listing of
Parameters, Constants, Vnriables, or Expressions
designated as "standard" in the text
1. Standard Tables: set of tables as listed in Figure 2, in the
regular format described in Appendix B.
2. Standard Plots: set of plots as listed in Figure 2A, in the
regular format described in Appendix C.
3. Standard Production Run: a production run processed on
default options.
4. Standard Integration Stepsize: constant time increment of
orbit integration: 1'(60").
S. Standard Energies: low energy protons E > .1 Mev, high
energy protons E > 5. Mev, and electrons
B >,.5 Mev.
6. Standard Procedure: established procedure normally followed
vs. procedure followed in special cases.
** ORBITAL FLUX STUCY WITH COMOOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4. AE5. API, AP5. AP6, AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
* ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: 10.G.STASSINOPOULOS&P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: **
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B ANC L COMPUTED BY INVAPA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 8C-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
VEH-ICLE I-0-I- ---**-INCLINATION= 33DEG ** PERIGEE= 559KM ** APOGEE= 550KM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: TD6276 ** PERIOD= 1.594 **
**********+**************** LOW ENERGY PROTONS ***************************
** SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION - NORMALIZED BY FLUX OF ENERGY GREATER THAN *100 MEV **
**** ******** *********** **** ****** * * ** * ** * ** **** **** ** ** ***** **** *
ENERGY L B A N 0 S M N A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T N R A 0 I I I L - 8 A N 0 S































































L -- P A N C S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L - B A N o S
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L - 8 A N LUS ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L - 8 A N O S









































































































































































NORMFLUX= C.( 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
00 ORBITAL FLUX STULY WITH CJMDOSITf. PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4o AE5. APIo AP5o AP6o APT7 **O PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 04
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY GECAYED TO 1972e 0 WITH LIFETIMES: EoGeSTASSINOPOULOS&PeVERZARIU *0 CUTOF TIMES.: 00
** MAGN-TIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAGo MODEL 5° IGRF 1965-0 80TERM 10/68 4 TIME= 19700 00
4* VEHICLE : OSO I et INCLINATION= 33DEG ** PERIGEE= 55nKM ** APOGEE= 550KM *0 B/L ORBIT TAPE: T06276-**R- PERt= - 59 -**e
·**S****e*t**************0E* HIGH ENERGY PROTONS ********T******T***********
*4 SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION - NORMALIZED BY FLUX OF ENERGY GREATER THAN 5.00 MEV **
**l*+**********F*B***t****t**********************************
L - B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L - B A N D S



















































































































·L - B A N C S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L - 8 A N O S

















































































































L - B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E P I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L - B A N D S






































































































































NORMFLUX= COf 0-0 0.0 ' 00
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4, AE5. API, AP5, AP6, AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
-- ** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.GeSTASSINOPOULOS&PeVERZARIU ** CUTOFF TINES: e*
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES 8 AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG, MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 *e
** VE;ICL ....- :OS *,*-INCLINATION= 33DEG ** PERIGEE= 55CKM ** APOGEE= 550KM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: TD6276 ** PERIOD= 1.594 **
********************** ELECTRONS**********************
** SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION - NORMALIZED BY FLUX OF ENERGY GREATER THAN .500 MEV **
........-..--.. ****~*~ ****** ~ ~**** ********* ************
ENERGY L - B A N D S (M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N F A R T H R A D I I ) L - A N D S
-- LEVELS *1.0-1I2* *1.2-1-4* *1.4-1.6* *1.6-1.8* *1.8-2.0* *2.0-2.2* *2.2-2.4* *2.4-2.6* *2.6-2.8* *2.8-3*0* *3.0-3*2* *3.2-3.4*
>(MEV)
.0 4.62E 00 1.21- 01 2.61E 01 1.22E 02 1.93E 02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0*0 0.0 0.0 0.0
.5900 1.0E- e-- ;.E3e-00 1.OOE 00 leOGE 00 1*OOE 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 000
1.00 5.73E-01 7.47E-C2 2*COE-01 2.10E-01 6.81E-02 G.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0o0 0.0
---- 3.94E--01 2.67E-02 1o06E-01 8*92E-02 1067E-02 0oO 0o0 0o0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.00 2.13E-G1 1.34E C2 6.35E'-02 3.70E-02 4.78E-03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0
--- 2.50 8.15E-02 5.75E-03 2.0E0-02 1.30E-02 1.25E-03 C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.00 2.98E-02 2.14E-03 7.88E-03 3.94E-03 2.66E-04 t.o 0.0 00o 0.0 000 0O0 0.0
4.00 ---565E--- *2.21E--05 7.59E-05 7.95E-05 0.0 C.O 0.0 0.0 0e0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5.00 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0
NORMFLUX= 4.32E 06 3.65E 05 4.49E 08 7.54E 07 2.01E 07 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ENERGY L - A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I ) L - B A N D S
LEV.ELS -3-. *-3. .6*-*6-38* *3.8-4.0* *4.0-4.2* *4.2-4.4* *4.4-4.6* *4.6-4.8* *4.8-5.0* *5.0-5*2* *5*2-5.4* *5*4-566* *5.6-5*8*
>(MEV)
.0 0.0 0.0 O.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 000 0.0
*500 0.0 Coo o00 0.0 0.0 (.0 0.0 0.0 0o0 0o0 000 0.0
1.000 0.0 Coo 0.0 0.0 0.0 ODC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0*0 000 0.0
-.- 5-0--- ee--- -- ...... 0. 000 000 0c0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
200 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0*0 000 0.0 0.0
-250 -- - 0.0 C.0 0.0 0.0 0e0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00
3.CO 0.0 C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0o0
4.00 0.0 0.0 ¢.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0
5.C00 00 C.0 O.C 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0O0
NORMFLUX= 0.0 C.O O.0 0.0 0O0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ENERGY L - A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L - A N D S
LEVELS *5.8-6.0* *6.0-6.2* *6.2-6.4* *6.4-6.6* *6.6-6.8* *6*8-7.0* *7.C-7.2* *7.2-7.4* *7*4-7.6* *7.6-7.8* *7.8-8.0* *8.0-8e2*
>(MEV)
.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 000 000 0.0
.500 o0 C0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.0 0.0 0.0 0o0 0.0 0o0 0.0
1.00 0.0 CO 0. 00 .0 0.0 GG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.50 0C0 0.0 0.0 0o0 0.0 -co 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0O0
2.00 Coo 0.0 O.o 0.0 0.0 O.C 0.0 0.0 0O0 0.0 000 0.0
--.- 50 -- --.--- 00 0.0 - 00 0.0 0.0 00 0o0 0o.0 00 00o
3.00 C0. CoO 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0
4*00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 000
5.00 0.0 G0O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O. 0.0 0.o 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0NORMFLUX= 0*0 Coo 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
T s,
**4*******************4'** ******4*9**********t** ****************** 4'******* ************ *********************************************4'
** ORBITAL FLUX STUCY WITH C1MPOSITL PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4. AE5 API. APS. AP6. AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
44 ELECTRON FLUXES FXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINOPOULOS&P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: -**
** MAGNETIC COOR5INATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 197406 **
** VEHICLE : OSO 2 ** INCLINATION= 40DEG ** PERIGEE= 55BKM ** APOGEE= 550KM ** 8/L ORBIT TAPE: TD6276 ** PERIOD= 1.594 **
**************************4 LOW ENFPGY PROTONS *************************
*4 SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION - NORMALIZED BY FLUX OF ENERGY GREATER THAN .100 MEV **
EN-RGY L - B A N C S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A P A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I  L - B A N 0 S
LEVELS *1.0-1.2* *1.2-1.4* *1.4-'16* *1.6-1.8* *1.8-2.0* *2.0-2.2* *2.2-2.4* *2.4-2.6* *2.6-2*8* *2*8-3*0* *3.0-3*2* *3.2-3.4*
>(MEV)
.100 1o.'JE ' 1.00oE 00 1.00E 00 100E 00 1.0GE 00 I.oCE 00 1.0DE 00 1.00E 00 0.0 0E0 0.0 0.0
.5, 8.63E-,C1 8.367- .1 8.35EL-01 8.35E-01 8.44-E.-C 7*63E-'01 4.26E-01 3.60E-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
.9C0 7.t51E-1i 7.10E- Cl 7.17E--01 7.15E-01 7.26E-01 6*12E--01 2.25F-01 1.47E-01 0O0 0.0 0.0 0*0
1.1C 7.CBE-C1 6.68:-ni 6.86E-01 6.83E-01 6.89E-01 5.66E-01 2.10DE-01 1.10E-01 0.0 0.0 00 0.0
1.50 6.32-t01 5.92E0 -1 6.30E-01 6.24E--01 6.20E-01 4.83E'-'01 1.84E-01 6.53E-02 0.0 0*0 0.0 0.0
2.00 5.51E"C 1 5.10--01 5.66E-01- 5.58E-01 5.45E-01 3.97E-01 1 57E-01 3.61E-02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.50 4.84F-01 4.41E-01 5.09E-C1 4.99E-01 4.79E-01 3.26E-01 1.34E-01 2.06E-02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.00 4.26E--01 3.82E001 4.58E-01 4.46E-01 4.21E--01 2.68E-01 1.14E-Cl 1I19E-A2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3,5C 3.77E-')01 3.31-. 1 4 1 2E--01 3 99E- 01 3.70E-01 2.21E-01 9*79E-02 6*93E-03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0e0
NOPMFLUX= 1.92E 06 2.02E 07 2.32F 07 1.94E 07 2*49E 07 2.22E 07 1.45E 07 l11E 06 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
FNE.RGY L - B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L - B A N D S
LEVELS *3*4-3.6* *3.6-3.8* *3.8- 4.0* *4.0-4.2* *4.2-4.4* *4*4-4e6* *4.6-4.8* *4.8-5.0* *5*0-5.2* *5.2-5.4* *5.4-5.6* *5.6-5.8*
>(MEV)
t.10 OC tC. 0c0o .0 0. 0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0O0 0.0 0.0
.509) 0.0 (.¢ C.0 0.0 0.0 0.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
9U C.L. C.O 0.C 0.0 0.0 .*0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0o0 0.0 0.0
1.10 0.:, (0 0.0 0.0 0.0 c.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.50 C., 0.u .0 00.0 .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0*0 0.0 0O0 0e0 0e0
2.00 0.0 0.0 0.. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O-0 0.0
2.50 C,0 O.n 0.0 0.0 0.e 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.C) 0.C ..O 1.( 0.0 00C 0.c 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.50 C.c C.0 0.0 0 .0 ).O Co. O0 0.0 0.0 0*0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 0.r ,.C 0.n 0.0 o. 0.0o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ENERGY L - B A N S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L - B A N 9 S
LEVELS *5.8 6.0* *6.0-6.2* *6.2-6.4* *6.4-6.6* *6.6-6.8* *6o8.-7.0* *7.0-7.2* *7.2-7.4* *7.4-7.6* *7.6-7*8* *7*8-8-0* *8O0-8.2*
>(MEV)
.1(0 0.0 0.9 0.0 ).O 0.0 C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
*SO5 0.0 C.43 C0. 0.0 0.0 0.P 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0
.9nc .*O no. O. 0.0 0.0 C0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.10 Coe 0.0 000 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.50 0.o 0.3 C0. 0.0 0.0 O0. 0*0 0.0 0.0 0*0 0.0 0.0
2.00 (,00 C.- C0. 0oo 0.0 0*0 0.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.50 0.0 (.o Co0 0.0 0.0 0e0 0.0 0*0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0
3.00 .0 0 ¢0. 0.0 0.0 c0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.50 O.C C.0 C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o0. Oeo 000 0.0 0.0 0.0
NO2FLX=0. 0.0 .0 0. 0. 
00 .00.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= ef. 0. 0 0.00 0 0.0 00 0 0.0 000 000
*********************************** **************************************************************** * * * *
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE49 AES. API1 APS, AP6, AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINOPOULOS&P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: **
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 4*
4* VEHICLE : OSO 2 ** INCLINATION= 40DEG ** PERIGEE= 55OKM ** APOGEE= 550KM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: TD6276 ** PERIOD= 1.594 **
-***************+** ******** HIGH ENERGY PROTONS ****************************
** SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION - NORMALIZED BY FLUX OF ENERGY GREATER THAN 6.00 MEV **
.. ~~~~~*************+**********************************************
L - B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L - B A N D S
















































































































L - 8 A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L - 8 A N o S

























































































































L - B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L - B A N D S
















































































































































NORMFLUX= 0*0 0*0 000 000 0.0 0*0 0.0
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4. AES5 API. APS. AP6, AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: EeG.STASSINOPOULOS&PoVERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: . -
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES 8 AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 197460 **
** VEHICLE : OSO 2 ** INCLINATION= 40DEG ** PERIGEE= 55OKM ** APOGEE= 550KM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: TD6276 ** PER1OO l9E-Y-* ---
t****************~***e***** ELECTRONS ****************
** SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION - NORMALIZED BY FLUX OF ENERGY GREATER THAN *500 MEV **
*4*,l********************************************************* -
L - B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I I L - B A N D S















































































































L - B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L - 8 A N D S





















































































































L - B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I -) L - B A N O S

















































































































































NORMFLUX= 0*0 0.0 coo coo 000 000 00 a
--.. . .** * **** *- **ll ll4 t~ t*** **~*~tl ll~I*llt*tt~IIlltllltlt4 tllllltl**+++ **ttt** * ** * 1t4*t4l *t******tt*******+*++* l**l
** ORdITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPCSITE PARTICLE ENVIRCNWENTS : VETTES AE4. AES, API, APS. AP6, A>7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
---- **-ELECTRO4 FLUXES- EXPONENTIALLY- DECAYED TO 1S72. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G6.STASSiNOPOULOSPe.VERZAR-IU ** CUTOFF TIMES: **
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: [GRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
---- 0-4*EHCt. -+- - -OS0 3 - *- + L INAT 1e 450DE0- * Ef6E8--5500KM-**A--P0e0EE---55f M -*-- *B9tf-- FA*98- T162 -*?0RER0-- I.J94O+ *
**$********************t***********
. .. -- - ******************* l******- - LOW ENERGY PROTONS-- ********I*******************
** SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTIGh - NORMALIZED BY FLUX OF ENERGY GREATER THAN .100 MEV **
- .-. ..-..............- .-.- ** + **** **** ***  *** *** ****l**** ***t* ***** **********tl******** . . . ...
L - e A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I
*1.0-1.2* -*1.2-1.4* *1.4-1.6* *1.6-1.8* *1I8-2.0* *2.0-2.2* *2.2-2.4* *2.4-2.6* *2.6-2.8* *2.8-3.0*
I) L-B A N D S
*3e-0-3.2* *3.2'-3-j4*- -
.ta 1-.OOE 00 I.OCE 00 I.GOE 00CO
---- 5-.-.-- ----. 57E--0+-- -83.E-3+---e. 3sE- Gl
.900 7.41E-01 7.11E-01 7.15E-01
--------..-iO -6.97E-01- 6r72E-1-- 6.82E-01
1.50 6.19E-01 6.OCE-01 .21E-Cl
---- ---200 5.37E-01- 5.22E-01 5.52E-G1
2.,0 4.69E-01 4.56E-01 4.92E-01
-3-.50 3.--- . Ei ----- -39E9-0---4- 39E-- O -
3.50 3.61E-0 1 3.49E-01 3.92E-01
1.OOE CO 1.OOE 00 I.OOE 00 1.OOE 00 1.OOE 00 1.00E 00 I.OOE 00
8 .34,E---- 4 --&.-46O --0  0E--4-64E--+-----4-t--0- 01----4 E28E-0t -- 410608---
7.14E-01 7.28E-01 5.63E-01 2.57E-01 2.04E-01 1.99E-01 1.63E-01
6.82E--I -6.-91E-01 --6.15E-1 2w35E-01 1.74E-01- 15tIE-01 I.OOE-01
6.21E-01 6.23E-01 5.28E-01 1.97E-01 1.27E-01 8.90E-02 3.82E-02
-5.53E-01-- 5.4-7E-01 --*-.37E-01-- 1.5E-OI----8.72E-02 -4w74E-02- I · 4E--O
4.93E-01 4.81E-01 3.62E-01 1.27E-01 6.04E-02 2.59E-02 3.40E-03
-4.40E-0-G---*.23E--Hf- O t-i0--- E-E- i Ot---03- 4IE-0--'-I-*4-E--2--tf -O2E-O03






---I4*8E-02 - ---__-- -
0.0 0.0
---- aoe _00 C~ .O
-, -.
0.0 0.0
NOR4FLUX= 2.09E 06 1.83E 07 2.OOE 07 2.48E 07 1.68E 07 2.79E 07 3.43E 07 3.62E 07 2.52E 07 4.66E 06
ENERGY L - B A N D S ( 4 A G N E T I C S H E L L P A P A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I
- -t--EVE- -- - -- 4-- -6e*- -3er6--3*'-*- 8---- * .0--4.2*- *4e-. 4** -- +*4-4 --- 4-.4r8-6**' -s-*-O - -- 52-*-4'
>(MEV)
1.02E 04 0.0



















- - 0.0 -. - --
0.0






























































L - B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A P T H R A D I I ) L - B A N D S



















































































































































-***-*-* ******************** ************************************ 4 ************** ****************************
** Oq3ITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPCSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4. AES. API. AP5S AP6, AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
-*-ELE-C"TRON FLUXE-S EXPONENTIALLY- CECAYED TO 1972. O- WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINCPOULOS&P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: - - --**
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES e AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
t-* V :-- C4-'E-"----- -----F ----- E4 AH-- 1-N O -- 4AT- 456 EG- -- PEG REE---55(OK-M-* -APOGEE=- 550KM ** B/L OR BIT -TAPE: TD6276-** PER t0k=--1.-59r**---'
*****4***************************************** *
- -- '.- -- ' .- -- ******* ** *********44 HIGH ENERGY PROTONS ****************************
** SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION - NORMALIZED BY FLUX OF ENERGY GREATER THAN 5.00 MEV *4
.....-.-.. -. -. l****************U*4''**4****4'4*e 44444'**4'***4**********4******e** ***********
ENERGY L - e A N D S ( N A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H
LEV£-S .....,----- .2* -*1--2---.-4* *1h-4.-.6* *1.6-1.8* *1.8-2.0* *2.0-2.2* *2.2--24* *2.4-2.6* *2.6-2.8*
>(MEV)
R A D I I ) L -- A N D S
*2.8-3.0* *3.0-3.2* *3.2-3.4*
3.00 1.42E 00 1.44E 00 1.45E 00
S - 0 --- 1- -' O"-*-- 00 -- .- OOE--O-
10.0 7.34E-01 6.99E-01 5.84E-01
1-5.0---- --6.OSE-O -- 5.54E-0-1--- 4.15E-01
'20.0 5.70E-01 5.C7E-01 3.64E-01
-- 25-Qi -- -5--556E-04--4.84-41---3.36E-1--
30.0 5.40E-01 4.57E-01 3.11E--01
50.0 -4.8E 01--3-74F-04---2T-E--0I--
100 . 3.51E-01 2.25E-01 1.16E-Cl
1.61E 00








1.82E 00 2.20E 00








2.41E 00 3.59E 00

































0.00- 0--0-- - - a --* -
0.0 0.0
43R4FLUX= 6.04E 05 5.04E 06 6.09E 06 6.76E 06 3.91E 06 3.80E 06 1.47E 06 4.24E 05 5.91E 04 0.0
- - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . ..
ENERGY L - E A N D S ( N A G N E T I C S.H E L L
LEVELS -*-34--36-*--3.63-.* 3.-4.-*. -*4.0-* .--- *4 *2-4-4*
>(MEV)
P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L - A N D S
*4.*-4.6*--*4.6-.8*- *4.8-5.0*- *5.0-5.-2* *5.2-5.4* *4-5S6*-- 5.6-S-e8 -
3.00 0.0 0.0
-- 5- .0 - ---. 0---- --------. o -
10. 0 0.0 0.0
1-5.-- ..---0e------- o -
20.0 0.0 0.0
---- 25. -0---- - 0.0 - 0.0
30.0 0.0 0.0



















































































































L - E A N O S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L - B A N D S











































































































0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
NORNFLUX= 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
*******. **** *** ****************************************** *************************************************************#*****
** ORdITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPCSITE PARTICLE ENVIRKCMENTS : VETTES AE4, AE5, API. AP5. AP69 AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXFONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1S72. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINOPOULOS&P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: 44
** MAShETIC COORDINATES 8 AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG, MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TtIE= 1974.6 **
** -vE-4 CLE : OSO 3 ** INCLINATION= 45DEG ** PERIGEE= 550KM **-APOGEE= 550KN ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: TO6276t** -PEtO- .-- S9**
************************E********************************************************************************************************
$*+*+****+*******+* * * ELECTRONS *************************
** SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION - NORMALIZED BY FLUX OF ENERGY GREATER THAN .500 MEV **
***F3t*********+******+ ****+*****+***************************** --
L - E A N O S ( N A 6 N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L - 8 A N D S





















































0.0 ---- -- 0.0 -
0.0 0.0
1.82E 01 1.22E 01 1I37E 01
- .* 00E- o0---t wOE-.*e--t-;E; 0E0
3.51E-01 3.68E-01 3.94E-01
1.81E-01 1.81 E - 1--5E---- r
9.32E-02 8.86E-02 9.70E-02
4.032E-02 - 3-83E-02 -4EE------ --
1.47E-02 1.42E-02 1.56E-02
- 4-6tE-04----8-7E f-0- 4.3z - --
0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 4.24E 06 2.46E 08 4.29E 08 1.04E 08 2.99E 07 1.37E 07 3.66E 06 1.02E 06 1.67E 05 1.69E 06 2.12E 07 5.11E 07
ENERGY L - E A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A P T H R A O I I ) L - e A N D S

















































L - B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L






























































































-- e--- --- - _o
0.0 0.0
o0.0 ------ 0.0-
-- 00 0.---- o
O.0 0O
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L-- B A N DS





























































































- - I .iio
2.500















- -eO - --
AOR14FLUX= 000 0.0 0.o0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 ·.O 0.0 00
*t ORBITAL FLJX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE 3APTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4, AES, DI. AP5, A06. A?7 e***e :OCEDURF : UNIFLUX 0 = 1972 *
--** ELECTRON -FLUXES EXPONE4TIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINO0OJ-OS&P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMFS: **
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L C3MPUTED BY INVAA 0 = 1972 WITH A-_LMAG. 3DEL 5: ISR= 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
.- .-.- VEICLE--:. S-0 4 .. * IN-LINATION= 50DEG ** PERIGEE= 550<M ** APOGEE= 350(9 ** B/L OR3IT T'AE: TD6276 ** PFRI3D= 1.594 **
.----- . ********e***************** H LOW ENERGY PROTONS *+************************
** SPECTRAL 1ISTR13UTION - NORMALIZED 9R FLJX OF ENERGf GREATER THA9 .100 MEV **
--$****** t*+***** *******************
ENERGY L - B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I L - B A N D S
------ LEVELS 41.0-1.2*- *1.2-1.4* *1.4-1.6* *1.6-1.8* *1.8-2.0* *2.0-2.2* *2.2-2.4# *2.4-2.6* *2.6-2.8* *2.8-3.0* *3.0-3.2* t3.2--3.4*
>(MEV)
.100 I.OOE 00
- -- *-500- - -. 55E-01--
.900 7.40E-01
-- 1..10 -- 6.o9E-01
1.50 6.25E-01
-- 2.0- - ----5.46E-01-
2.50 4.79E-01
























































1.00E 00 1.00E 00 1.00E 00
4.07E-01 4.21E-01 3.78E-01







NORMFLUX= 2.22E 06 1.60E 07 1.13E 07 2.07E 07 2.81E 07 1.58F 07 4.31E 07 3.76E 07 7.29E 07 3.08E 07 3.71E 07 4.06- 06
ENERGY L - B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S















































- E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L - B A D S















































































L - B A q D S ( M 4 G N E T I C S - E L L P A R A I F T E =  N - A R T H R A D I I ) L - B A N D S













































































































































NORMFLUX= 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
******+*****t0 t * * * ***41 *.***** ********t*
** OFOITAL FLUX STIJ3Y WITH C043JSITE DORTICL. ENVIRONMFNTS : VFTTES AE4, AE5 API. AP A6,  P7 **** POCEDUPF : UNIFLUX 0D 192 **
** FLFCTRON FLUXES EXD3NEITIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: F.G.STASSINO0OJLOS6&.VEqZAQIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: **
* MAGNETIC COORDINkTES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVA1A 3 = 1972 WITH A-LMAS. MODEL 5: IGRQ 1965.0 80-TFPM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 4*
*4 VEHICLF : sn 4 ** INCLINATION= 5ODEG ** P9Q1GEE= 550<( ** A'OGEE= 550<4 * B 3/L 0BIT 'TE: 0"TD6276 * PERIOD= 1.594 **
*-*****,p******************** HIGH ENERGY PPOTON§S ***************************
** SPECTRAL DISTPIRUTION - NORMALIZ-D Bf FLUX OF ENERGf G1EATER THA4 5.00 uEV **
*t***************+********************************4******j****************
L - B A ' D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A 4 E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L - B A N D S















































































































L - R A 9 D S ( W A G ' E T I C S H F L L P A F A M E T E R I N A T H R A D I I ) ' L - B A N D S
























































































































L - S A ' 0 S ( M A G J E T I C S H - L L P A R A M E Tr E I 1 - A R T H R A D I I ) L - B A N D S


















































































































































0.0 0o0 0.0 0o0NOPM=L JX= OoD
** O0RITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE 'ARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETrES AE4. AE5 API. AP5. AP6. AP7 **** PROCEDUPE : JNIFLUX OF 1972 **
** ELECTRON FLUKES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: F.G.STASSINO0OU_-OSE.VERZAPIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: **
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVA1A 3 = 1972 WITH A-LMAS, MODEL 5: IGR= 1965.0 80-TFPM 10/68 * TM== 1974.6 **
*--. VEICLE.: - S0.-4 ** INCLINATION= 50DZG ** PERIGEE= 550<M ** A0'GEE= 550(< ** 3/. 3R31T TAPE: TD6276 ** PFPI30= 1.594 **
************************** -LECTRONS ***#**C******* **************
** SPECTRAL )ISTRI1UTION - NORMALIZFD 3v F=LJX OF ENFRGf GREATER THA4 .500 MEV **
*************************** ********#* *********#********t****************
ENERGY L - 8 A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S A E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A D T H R A D I I L - B A N D S























































































































NORMFLJX= 5.16- 06 2.47E 08 2.57- 03 1.11 08 4.57E 07 5.03E 06 5.06E 05 3.73E 05 3.99E 05 4.98E 06 3.84F 07 7.28E 07
ENERGY L - B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S A E L L P A R A M E T E R I N - A R T H R A 0 I I ) L - B A N D S




































































































































5.43E 07 3.23E 07 2.37E 07 1.36E 07 1.04E 07 3.97E 06 1.62E 06
L - R A  D S ( N A G N E T I C S - E LL D A R A M E T E R I N I A R T H R A r I I ) L - B A N D S












































































































0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0NORMFLUX= 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0. 0
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPCSITE PARTICLE ENVIRCNMENTS : VETTES AE4, AE5. API, APS, AP6. AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
**_ ELEC-ONFLUXES SEXPONENIALL- DECECAVED- 1- 7S2Z 0 -WT -L-FE-MbllE-t--E.r .C-S-TASS4NCPOULSSP -VEZAP I U--**--CU-TOFF-FF- ESE: -- *
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES e AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG, MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6.**
** F4ICLF I nOn - ** rNC'lINATlN- ,QOEG. ** PFI GE= 550KM ** ADOOE-E -50KM * R/I n;RI. r TAr ' TAE 6276 E" IOD- .- 59f -**-
*5*55* **************************************** **************************************************** **********
......- . ****..*** ***4************ -_LOW---ENE-RGY-PROTONSa -************..***.**********
** SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION - NORMALIZED BY FLUX OF ENERGY GREATER THAN .100 MEV **
-............... __~_ __~. ~ k~k_2 ~ ~L~ .~.~_~. ~--~a a · ~ ~ -a a a· a ...
ENERGY L - E A N 0 S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I ) L - B A h o S
-LE VES -* 1.0L. 2* *1.2-E1.4** t.A-I-6*kL.66--I.8* *4.-2 0* -2 .-=2* .2- -*2-2-2 .4* *4=26* +6-28 * 2-3-.-304*--*3 0-32* *3.2-3.4*
>(MEV)
.100 1.00E 00 i.OCE 00 1.00E 00 1.00E 00 1.00E 00 1.OOE 00 1.00E 00 I.00E 00 I.00E 00 1.00E 00 1.00E 00 1.00E 00
.500 8.57F-01 R.3F-- R3nF-OI - R.F _-iF- -1 .P-47F- 0l 7 -. RF--nl qF-nl -n7 F--nlI 4.2 4- n1 3.97F-01 '49-C 3 8E--Ol
.900 7.43E-01 7.11E-C1 7.15E-CI 7.12E-C1 7.28E-01 5.83E-01 2.49E-01 1.97E-,01 1.91E-01 1.61E-01 1.22E-01 1.09E-01
l-lQO ___- 7.lOE--01 6.7IE-01- 6.-83E-C --- _6E-01- 6.88E-01* 5-.A0E-01- 2.28E-0- --- ,69E-0-1 L.38E-01--1-- 5E---01 7.19E-02 6.39E-02--
1.50 6.27E-01 5.98E-01 6.23E-CI 6.10E-01 f.14E-01 4.63E-01 1.93E-01 1.24E-01 7.27E-02 4.51E-02 2.51E-02 2.20E-02
2~.0 -.. ....-5459E-- 01 _ 5,24OE- 01 5_-56EF--. 0L--5_-3E.---OJ '-7--4.E-`-O---.-8EE--04-- 2---5E -C-J --8-.6E-`2 -3.32=-02---4.75E5-3 -. T790-QE-03 .
-2.50 4.82E-01 4.53E-C1 4.97E-01 4.74E-01 4.65E-01 3.17E-01 1.27E-01 5.81E-02 1.54E-02 5.51E-03 1.81E-03 1.52E-03
_-a A..2FF -- 0 F-ll F-- 01 4.a F-01 4. 405E-1 2 62F-0I 1 I04E-01 4OOE-02 7 29E_-03 1 -94E-03 4.88E -04 4-01 -04
3.50 3.76E-01 3.47E-01 3.97E-C1 3.70E-CI '.53E-01 2.17E-01 8.51E-02 2.77E-02 3.49E-03 6.87E-04 1.32E-04 1.06E-04
NORMFLUX= 1.53E 06 1.06E 07 9.e3E 06 8.55E C6 1.18E 07 1.32E 07 1.61E 07 2.91E 07 2.04E 07 3.15E 07 4.44E 07 4.58E 06
ENERGY L - E A N D S ( P A G N E T I C S H E L L A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A I 1 ) L - B A N 0 S
LFFIlS *3.4-3.A* *3A-I * *lR-4-0* *4.n-4-9* *-*-A-d* *A.A-.* *5.-4.J* 5A5-50 *s-0-5-2* *s5.2-5* *5.4-5.6* *s.6-5.*
>(KMEV)
.100 1.OOE 00 I.OCE 00 I.OOE 00 1.00E 00 1.OOE 00 1.00E 00 1.00E 00 .00E 00 1.00E 00 1.00E 00 1.00E 00 1.00E 00
__._ Q. .- .2.84EL-- . 1- .S.7E0ol-- .2i7E--3O .-70E-02 -9 -13E-0-3- 6.24F3-- 4.94E-03 4.06E-03 3.45E-03 -3.54E--03 - 3.49E-03---3.67JE-03--
.900 8.15E-02 3.4SE-02 1.70E-02 1.73E-03 e.71E-05 3.89E-05 2.45E-05 1.36E-05 1.14E-05 1.21E-05 1.22E-05 9.20E-06
I .n 4.. 'WF--2 1 .1F-- _ -F- -- 1 4. A-COE-0- -1F-- -06 3 .02-- O I_--1-E-O6 0--0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0°0
1.50 1.28E-02 2.82E-03 e.98E-04 2.29E-CS5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Z-9O j.--.. 2.75E-03-3.*46E-04 - e,14E--5--9O-O ----- 9,- -0.0 ---- .- -0.0 --. 0- - - 0.0 0.0 --
2.50 5.97E-04 4.25EE-05 6.50E-06 0.0 C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
_3._1 0 - n3_E-O_ _0. -- . O. 0 - -... 0.0- -0.0- 0.00.0 . 0O- - 0.0 -
3.50 2.71E-05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NO0MFLUX= 5.05E 07 5.57E 06 '.28E 07 5.92E 07 4.15E 07 1.69E 08 1.18E 08 4.11E 07 8.44E 07 6.45E 07 9.11E 07 1.99E 07
ENERGY L - e A N 0 S ( N A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A P T H R A o I I ) L - 8 A N D S
LEVELS- *. 04a- c fl-6.2^*x*.2-6.A*-*6.4=6..* *-6-6.84 *6-&-7.0* 47.0-7.2* *J7-2-7.4* *7.4--7.6* * 76-7-8* 17.8-8.0* 8.0-8.2*
>(MEV)
.100 1.00E 00 1.OCE 00 1.00E 00 1.00E 00 1.00E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
S500..-- -- 3,-E-.0.3 _3..37E-03 -_3.-70E-C3. 388E.-03 3.55E-03 0.0 O - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ' 0,0
.900 0.0 9.67E-06 S.33E-06 1.39E-05 4.59E-06 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
L . ..O . 0.- -__ _0.0_ _ n.0 .--0 0.0- --. 0-0 0.. . 0 0 0.0 0.0
1.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.00 __0.-.- - 0.0 - - 0.0 0.0 OO . 0o.0 -- o o.Q - O -n
2.50 0.0 0.0 C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.00 .  0.0 0.0 0.0 - . -- .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0O0 O.C 0.0
AOqMFLUX= 4.40E 06 2.2EE 07 1.18E 07 7.o8E 06 1.82E 07 0o 0 0.o0 0 o0 0. 0 0 "0 0. 0 0.0
****i *****AL** ** **** * ** * * t-*$*(*
** ORbITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPCSITE PARTICLE ENVIRCNMENTS : VETTES AE4. AES. AP1o AP5S AP6, AP7 4*** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX CF 1972 **
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 W-4lr--LIFETILE.S4E-6GSTAS SSI-NOPULOSP.s.VE-RZA--.-U-TAJOTMS 
-**--
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES 6 AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG, MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
*_*-VFEtlCLF_ OSO- M.. .... *NCLNAT. ION--.__9.EG _  [.FIIGEE. SSK 55M **KM * E- /LOR BIT TAPE - TD6276 *,A PFERIOD- 1.59- -"*
S**********t*** RA DSTIBTIN NRMLIEDBYFLX F NEGYGRATR HA 5
.*+******4**********4 ****4 flIGH ENE-ROY- 920T04JERS- **t* -- ***** ********l'*****
** SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTICN - NORMALIZED BY FLUX OF ENERGY GREATER THAN 5.00 MEV **
........ * * +** * t ** *****.*** * + *.***** ***********~**A*.****44*.******.****** **.*t****** __L
L - E A N D S ( V A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N
* 1. 0-1.2* *1.2-1.4* * I.4- Lt*- *I I.6-1.&* *-1.8=-2.0* 2.2.-2*2-2-2. *-i N4---6*
E A R T H R A D I I ) L - B A N D S
;-- .* s- - .- -s * - -* * >-x- I
1.40E 00 1.44E 00 1.45E 00 1.62E 00 1.84E 00 2.21E 00 2.36E 00 3.76E 00 9.06E 00 2.17E 01 3.62E 02 3.06E 01
1._QOE eOL- OF 00 -. 0Ec c IO.CF O on I.OF On 1.nnF oo f I.0nF On 1 -OOF 00 -nnO0F o0 OOE 00 0 0 0 0
7.27E-01 7.01E-01 5.71E-Cl 3.87E-Cl 2.49E-01 1.87E-01 1.52E-01 9.95E-02 5.58E-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
5.96E-01 5.55E-01 4.C7E-01 . 2.13E-Cl- 1.02E-01. 6.47E-02 -. 67E-02.- 2314E--O 2836E--03---0.0 -0.0-- --- 0 -
5.60E-01 5.CeE-01 3.57E-01 1.64E-01 f.91E-02 3.75E-02 1.89E-02 5.55E-03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5.45E-01 4.82E-01. -3.30E-O1. 1 .37Er-O1 .29E-02-.2.50E--- 9-.2- -:03 .. 1OF-0n nA0 -00 - n--0 0-0
5.29E-01 4.59E-01 3.05E-01 1.15E-Cl 4.06E-02 1.67E-02 4.60E-03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
4-73E-DL . ZE-Ol 2.A hF-C1 5 1 62E-02-- lrF-A3E023.-46E-03 4.57E-04 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
3.47E-01 2.2EE-01 1.15E-01 2.04E-C2 3.60E-03 3.45E--04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 4.62E 05 2.9CE 06 c.95E 06 2.21E 06 2.59E 06 1.57E 06 7.10E 05 3.09E 05 1.64E 04 2.82E 03 0.0 0.0
L - E A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A P T H
* g A -1 . . * * - -1 - R* * - - R- A -- -- - - n- - - A -- O- A A *- - * J -- A O- *^ O-- - -= ^-
R A D I I ) L--BANDS
-~- s~=r~L - a- L __4c-4-__________-L s4I-4 @ 6t 4- -- *'- -4| -'!) *- fl-5yz *5$2-5 y4* ts3--fl- -
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
- 0C. 0.0 00 --- 0-- a. 0 -


















0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
.- - - 0- .0------- 0 ----- 0-0-
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-- -- 0.0 0 . 0n0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
. ORMFLUX= 0.0 0.0NAOR?4FLUX= 0
L - E A N D S ( V A G N E T I C S H E L L
*5.8-6.0* *6.0-6.2* *6.2-6.A* .4-6.* *-6
P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I )
























































































































































L - 8 A N O S
























'~-60''~-`·--< - C*- -+-4.- *J.J.Co *Je
--- - --ceu-----uerc-- · ·- · · · ·- · · · ·- · · 11-1· · ·- · 1 I·-·· · · r·
--.'
4ORMFLUX= 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.6 0. 0 0.0
** ORaITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPCSITE PARTICLE ENVIRCNMENTS : VETTES AE4. AE5S API. APS5 AP6. AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXFONENTIALLY DECAYED-TO 1S72.-O-W4TH Lr-LF-ETUES--E-G STASINOPOULOSSPVERZARIU t4--CUTOFF TIMES- t
·** MA'NETIC COORDINATES e AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
.**_E-VICLE_: ... .OSOQ5 .. -- ** NC/LNATI 9nnFDG ** PFP GEF= 55M ** APOEE- 550KM t*'BAL ORBIT TAeE- T-D6276 t* PERIOD- 1.694 t
SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTICN - NORMALIZED B***********************Y FLUX OF ENERGY GREATER THAN .0 *************************** ** ** ** ** ** ** **************
* ** * *** * * * *** * ** * *** **-A--* - -8F CTRONS- -- rrt~*-*-*.*.* *-***** ******--
** SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTICN - NORMALIZED BY FLUX OF ENERGY GREATER THAN .500 MEV **
- -- - - **3**t****+*·*·*+I* ***C*·LUt*** *~***s * ----
ENERGY L - E A N 0 S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L
LEVEcLS * 1.0-1.2* *1 .2-1.44 * 1.4, -1 A* _.6-t8A *1.8 -2.4
>(MEV)
P A R A M E T E R I N E A F T H R A D I I ) L - 8 A N D S
.0 4.96E 00



































3.67E 02 6.76E 02












5.86E 01 1.95E 01 1.24E 01 1.31E 01
I-00E 00 1.008E 00 t00E 00 1-009E O
1.87E-01 3.448E-01 3.67E-01 3.92E-01
--674E-2- 1.75E---!- 1.80-E-01 1 94E-- i
2.61E-02 8.86E-02 e881--02 9.61E-02
530-03 4.06E-02 3.82E-02 4.19E-02
0.0 1.41E-02 1.41E-02 1.53E-02
2up-n m Q-f R, f -l- - fl l fl f0 pj 92 Di 25 flj
0.0 0.0 0.0
N4ORMFLUX= 3.39E 06 1.51E 08 2.01E 08 3.52E
ENE2GY L - E A N C S ( W A G N E T I C






9E 07 5.37E 06 1.78E 06 6.98E 05
HELL P A R A M E T E R I N
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.00E 05 3.17E 06 5.03E 07 5.38E 07



















6.94E 00 6.70E 00 6.67E 00 6.92E 00
1-.-00 .co I00E---00 ---- -00E-00---IO -0-0-
3.56E-01 3.57E-01 3.55E-01 3.46E-01
I-qPF-nl I.4 E-n0 I -3F-01 1,27E-QI
6.46E-02 5.66E-02 5.11E-02 4.68E-02
-2.90E=02 -2.38E-02 2.05E-02- 1.-75E-02
1.30E-02 9.47E-03 7.54E-03 5.64E-03
4.,10E-04 4- 67E--04_ - 93E--0" t-38E-4--









7.43E 00 7.54E 00 7.69e 00 7.60E 00
-4-.OO --004-.0E 00 .00E 00 1.00E 00
3.298-01 3.24E-01 3.12E-01 2.78E-01
_I,4E--0 0n7E- 9CI.88E-n a .48E-02n
3.95E-02 3.57E-02 3.13E-02 2.59E-02
--L..29E--02--- I8 E--2- -e.80E-3--.-08E--
3.46E-03 2.77E-03 2.15E-03 1.77E-03
7-87E--0Q 6-.01-05 4.34E-05 2 74E-05
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.65E 08 5.75E 07 1.53E 08 1.59E 08 S.37E 07 1.44E 08 8.36E 07 7.11E 07 5.86E 07 4.12E 07 4.99E 07 3.46E 07
L - E A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E LL P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I ) L - 8 A N D S
*5.8-6.0* *6.0-6.2* *.e2-6.A* *h.A=6.t**8.6=6.* 7-.8 2 G*4*7-Q7-2*727* *7AZ7.* *7A4-7.* 7 6-7. ' 7 8-8.0 .0 -8-.z2*-
7.52E 00 e.lSE 00 9.47E 00 1.13E 01 1.29E 01 1.61E 01 2.29E 01 3.04E 01 3.66E 01 7.22E 01 1.42E 02 2.81E 03
1.00E 00 1.OOE 00 1.00E 000 0E 00__.looE 1.000 1.8OE. 00 .. L 3-00 -1-00E 00- -L..00E00E-- OOE---- 0-0----l-0 - 00E -
2.53E-01 2.39E-01 2.36E-01 233E-01 2.17E-01 1.71-01 1.40E-01 1.26E-01 1.19E-01 9.88E-02 e859E-02 4.72E-02
7.54E-02 6.85E-02 6.48E-02 6.11E-C2-- 5.44E-02 l .86f-02 92E=-2E02- 2-55F-? 2?37F-O? I-83E-02 .I56E-02 4.42E-03
2.24E-02 1.96E-02 1.78E-02 1.60E-02 1.36E-02 8.72E-03 6.11E-03 5.18E-03 4.75E-03 3.40E-03 2.83E-03 6.95E-04
6.D04E-0.3 .5._7E03_. _ A_9Q2o3 E-C3 3.10F-03 1.88E-03 1.25F--03 I.O4E--0 Q94lF-f4 4AF B -f 0.0-
1.54E-03* 1.22E-03 9.52E-04 7.45E-04 5.96E-04 3.78E-04 2,41E-04 1.80E-04 8.30E-05 0.0 0.0 0.0
8.27E-06 3.7eE-06 0.0 0.0 C... O -.-. 0 -00 00 0-.0 - --.O- 0-- 0-0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0






























ti·1CjLLl.,r-·-r -nr -CTJLILLULLF---L ?a A- ------
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4. AES. API, APS. AP6. AP7 ***4 PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
**--- ELECTR-ON-FLUE-sE*PxeNENTIALLY CECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G*STASSINOPOULOSGP.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: *e
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974,6 **
.** VEHCLE : OSo 1 *-I-NC-t-iNATION=---33DtG ** PERIGEE= 55KM ** APOGEE= 550KM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: TD6276-**-PERIOD- 1.594-'**
- -- *4 4*44* LOW ENERGY PROTONS *********-
**********4**~********************************
--***-***-spEcTRM-IN-RCENTr-OELTA ENERGY ****** *** COMPOSITE OPBIT SPECTRUM *** * EXPOSURE INDEX-ENERGY --)100.OMEV *
-- ENERGY----AVER'G-ED -AVLERA GE D
RANGES TOTAL FLUX TOTAL FLUX


















. Z - 07 - -
.500-.900 1.094E C2 9.448E 06
-- 9OO--,a-10-3-3-72E--O01 -- 29 13E-- 06
110-150 6.145E 01 5.309E 06
1.S50-2.00 6.706E 0! 5.-94E--e6 -
2.00-2.50 5.792E 01 5.004E 06
-- 2f50 --. 0-3 ·..G-23E eC e- 46.-340e 06
3.00-3.50 4-371E 01 3.776E 06











































































































__ _ -Te-TA --- 2 - .300 -T-.-7-00 -0-7----
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4. AE5. API. APS. AP6. AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E*GeSTASSINOPOULOS&PoVERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES-:--- --- -- -- ---
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG, MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
--*--VEHfIt-E-- 0- -. ..- - * -[ICLINATION= 33DEG ** PERIGEE= 550KM ** APOGEE= 550KM ** B/t ORBI--TT-APe: TD6276 ** PERIOD- t-594--*4-
-************ -HIGH ENERGY PROTONS 
-************ -
*************************************************
****** SPECTRUM IN-PERCENT-OELTA ENERGY ****** *** COMPOSITE ORBIT SPECTRUM *** * EXPOSURE- INEX--ENERG¥-> 5-o01V-. --*
AVERAGEO AVERAGED SPECTRUM
TOTAL FLUX TOTAL FLUX




































































































































TOTAL -F - -
ACCUMULATED
v7,-1**2tO ec (HOURS) PART~fLE
ZERO -ftUtX ------.t9 -33- - -  O-- --_
I.EO-1.E1 0.700 9.829E 03
I-E1--E2 --- - 0*800-- 1*152E 05----
l.E2-I.E3 1-067 1-406E 06
-1 E3-ftE*-- ---- 8 o ----.- 9+7E 0?7-
I1E4-1-E5 0.0 0.0
l*ES-I -Eb - -- .0 ------. 0-----
*Eb6-teE7 0.0 0.0
I1E7-OVER -- 0.0 0.0 --












** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4. AES. API. AP5 AP6o AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 197? **
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E*GoSTASSINOPOULOS&P*VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TtI-ES: - *
** MAGNETIC COORCINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974e.( **
** VEHICLE-: OSO I ** INCLINATION= 33DEG ** PERIGEE= SSCKM ** APOGEE= 550KM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: -TD6276--**' !Rt-00 59---- -*-  -
4********4*** ELECTRONS ***********
***+**********tt********+*****$4**************
t***** SPECTRUM IN PERCENT OELTA ENERGY ******
AVERAGED AVERAGED SPECTRUM
TOTAL FLUX TOTAL FLUX





























































































* EXPOSURE INDEX-ENERGY > 500NMEV *
INTENSITY EXPOSURE TOTAL # OF
RANGES DURATION ACCUMULaTED













4.00 5.856E-01 5.060E 04























--- 6603E 04 -
7S181E 05
1.339E 08

















** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AF4. AES. API. AP5. AP6. APT **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
** ELECTRON FLUXES FXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINOPOULOS&P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: **
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B ANC L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
** VEHICLE : OSO 2 ** INCLINATION= 40CEG ** PERIGEE= 550KM ** APOGEE= 550KM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: T06276 ** PERIOD= 1.594 4*
****************t****L*O GYPO****O
************ LOW ENERGY PROTONS 4**4********
************************************************






























































































































































** ORBITAL FLUX STUCY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4. AE5. API. APS. AP6. AP7 4*** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.GeSTASSINOPOULOS&P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: **
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
** VEHICLE : OSO 2 ** INCLINATION= 40DEG ** PERIGEE= 550KM ** APOGEE= 550KM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: TD6276 ** PERIOD= 1.594 **
*********4** HIGH ENERGY PROTONS ************
*****4*4 *******************************

































































































































EXPOSURE TOTAL · OF
DURATION ACCUMULATED
(HOURS) PARTICLES










































** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4. AES. AP1. AP5. AP6. APt **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINOPOULOS&PeVERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: **
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
* -¥EHICLE : OSO 2 ** INCLINATION= 40DEG ** PERIGEE
=  55OKM ** APOGEE= 550KM ** B./L ORBIT TAPE: TD6276 ** PERIOD= 1.594 **
*44*4*44*4*~ ELECTRONS *44*4*4*4*4*
4*4*4 *44*4 4*4*4 4*4********4*4 *4*4**44*4* ** ***








































































































2.50 2.064E 02 1.783E 07
3.00 7.179E 01 6.202E 06
















































** 3RaITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPCSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4. AE5S API, AP5, AP6. AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
--.--** -E-LCTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1S72. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINOPOULOS&P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: **
** MAiNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAGI MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
-- -* IL,-& .:- -- -.3 -  ** -NCLINATION= 450EG.**-PEFIGEE= 550KM ** APOGEE= 550KM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: TD6276 ** PERIOD- 1*594 **
- -************ LOW ENERGY PROTONS ************
************************t************************
·-*=*** SPECTRUM IN PERCENT DELTA ENERGY ****** *** COMPOSITE ORBIT SPECTRUM *** * EXPOSURE INDEX-ENERGY >.100MEV *
.---- E NER GY
RANGES
- .EV . .--
-. 100-.500
.500- .900













































4.867E 02 -4.205E C7







35.969 .100 2.433E 03
16.808 .300 1.922E 03
3.62C .500 1.558E 03
6.006 .700 1.294E 03
5.898 .---- 900 1.149E 03
4.690 1.10 1.061E 03
3.828 1.30 9.835E 02
3.177 1.50 9.148E 02
19.998 1.75 8.386E 02
2.00 7.712E 02














































































24.000 · 2.103E 0o
--- *t***-* *+*** ** ** +********* *************u eJL 4**
** ORaITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRCNMENTS : VETTES AE4. AES. API, AP5S AP6, AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNrFLUX OF 1972 **
-- **`--EC-.TfR--fFLE 5UES- OC .It-AtL-Y- fCC*YE- O -i 92-. -E--C Tf- tI FfT I*ES.:- iE.GSTASSINOPOULOS&P. VERZA IU ** CUTOFF T I MES: -
** MA.iNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME- 1974.6 **
tt ' f I F I fl*f I U* It nr-t Sn-r --- -- ~r- _m-
- - -, 4.. - __ -_ - X. - -- -WV TF_~ -JVI__-- TT -l . - Wf - - - r- - -t --
************************************
-_ ------- **********+ --- HlGH-fEE-Y PROTONS 0**0*00*0***
*************************************************
-- *++*W- -SPECTRUM--tN-PERCEN Ot--TA-ENEROY -*** -------
-NEf-6 ----- AVYEF*GE - --TfRlA FE-
RANGES TOTAL FLUX TOTAL FLLX
-SPECTRUM -- ENERGY
LEVELS





* EXPOSURE INDEX-ENERGY >)OOOMEV *--
INTENSITY -- ExPOStURE--- TOTAlt--P--
RANGES DURATION ACCUMULATED
- -- i 'cM** 'sE e- p -t gM I .-..R ZILZS
3.0oo-5-s-o --- ea-304E -0-----ZwOs5E
5.00-10.0 1.878E 02 1.623E
o.0-sw r5- 4-.8ee6E-o0-- 4.-222E
15.0-20.0 1.339E 01 1.157E
20.0 25.9-0---69 -0-----S-76--
25.0-30.0 5.859E 00 5.062E
30.-O-"500.0- .686E-01 - --t.457E
50.0-100. 2.072E 01 1.790E









T r. AL -5-648E-e---2-- ---4-e3---e--
*- -42.217 --- - -- - -3.0-0
33.308 4.00
8 -. 664 -------- --- 5.00----
2.374 7.00
- 1.-226 --- - --- --- 4-e------
1.039 12.0
2.0990 - .- 15.0
3.674 18.0
4.508 ------ ---20.0 -
5.-64-OE- 02
4.217E 02








--- t-oo-e--- -- --- ----- . .30----- -6.r300E 0t-
50.0 4.614E 01
60.0 - 4.079E Ot
70.0 3.614E 01






























.- -0--13S-- 1 01 f-0S--
0.950 t.364E 06










5-*444 06---- --- TOTAL 2t4-6- 2s..l ort
3.987E 06
3.524E 06 - - ---
3.123E 06
2. 197E--06 -- ..- - - _.
-- ----- --- ^-----·· - I- -- I- ----- ·------. --- ----- --------- -·----·-----------
-~EI---f*+f5·~--Y M+*f~-"44AW" ------PlY- · ~FU PFC -H CP~I----a-
f .-
----- WA*-**-***-* * ********* ******-4*********** *****+***** *******L***.*-*****-*******
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPCSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4. AE5. API. AP5S AP6* AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
-- O -**-ELCTR--ON- F W ES- EXPONEN-TALL-DE- AYE--TO 72 --0- ITH- L-IFET ES- E.-645TASSINtSOULOSP*-VEURZAR U-- ** CUTOFF--TINESt--- -
** MA5NETIC COORDINATES E AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG, MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 0/68 * TINE= 1974.6 **
--- **--E....4C.---.SO 3----- **-.1NATO.-.-4.-4 E.G- -**-PER! GEE.---..SO.-E T-APOGEE.-. -550 .-4..-- -- .B.T--.TAPE -TD627.4. ........- 1. H
-- - -- - - *********-- ---- -- ELECTROS-- ----- - ------------ - -- - -----
*********************** **************************
--- *-**- SPECTRUM --IN-PERCENTf-DELTA ENERGY-******- -- *-1-EOIPS1TE-- -OBIT -SPECTRU-ic***
- ENeY ------ AVERAEG.---*-VERAfED-- -- - SPECTRM ---- ----- ENfERGY--- AVERAGED-- --- AVERAGED --- 
RANGES TOTAL FLUX TOTAL FLUX LEVELS INTEG.FLUX INTEG.FLUX
tM-- E --------- - ** SEC 1/CM**2-fDAY--PER--ENT---- P---RNEY+----/EA** 2/-SEC 5,CM4*O4D -
















- --- -.- 593E-- 06
1.529E 05




--- ·------41 e7-2 --.-----
0.033
- --- 0 016 ---------
0.000








- 1-50 -- 1--269E 03-
1.75 9.721E 02























*-EXPOSURE-- IDEX--ENERGY-> -5ONWV--* ---
.-- ------ITENSITY--- EXPOSURE---- ' *f -
RANGES DURATION ACCUMULATED
- - ---- f,'**2'SEC----;f ;. K -- 9*RYtC.E---







































--UU-q-4s---3-99V*-44-f - @448E-4a- .---3.98OE O B -s7-
-. 000 tfr~tQ-
·* ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE 14RTICLE ENVIPONmENTS : VETrES AE4, AE5. AP. PS. A  ?'6 AP7 **** 'OCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 19F2 **
*-- ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES:--EG.STAS54-NO-O-J0S6.VE-ZA14U **--CUTOFF- FIMES: **
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES 9 AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OD 1972 WITH ALMAG. MObEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80o R 10/68 * TME- i*974.6 **
** VEHICLE : Osn 4 ** INCLINATION= 50DEG ** PERIGEE= 5504M **- -AOE-E. - .-55 *--* .8/.-~3 IT TK'P .0tD6276 ** PERIDD' 1.594 **
************ LOW ENERGY PROTONS'' e*te1 *e* -.
*******************+*t'*****+*C*t*****************









































































































































































24. 000 .. 3.323- 08---
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE 3'RTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AF4. AES. API, AP5r A36. A37 **** 'OCEDUPF : UNIFLUX O
= 
1972 **
** ELECTRON FLUKES-EKPONEATIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINOOOJs5&R.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: **
*4 MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L C)MPUTED BY INVARA o = 1972 WITH A-LMAG. M36EL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TTM-= 1974.6 **
.*.-VEgLCLE--. OSO 4 --- ** IN=LINATION= 50DEG ** PERIGEE= 5504W ** A>OGEE= _550(4 ** B/ ORBIR3T TAE'N TD6276 ** PERI3D0 1.54 .*4
t**** *t*** ***********T***************************** ****
************ HIGH ENERGY PROTONS *4*4**4*44*
4************** ***4*********4**4 * 4*4444* 444 *4
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-********+***4************* * ******4*4*4*4* ***k****t*****+**ttt *+***t**k******************
*4 ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPODSITE 3ARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTrrS AE4. AES. API, APS, AP6, A2 7 **** DROCEDURE : UNIFLUX D 1972 **
-- EELEfCrRtN rLJ*Es -EKPO4E4TIALt¥Y--DEC-AVED -TO 1972- 0e-*WITH LIFETIMES9- FCGST*ASSINO OtLt.5e9g6VEEZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: '*
4l MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVlAA 0 = 1972 WITH A.LMAGe MObEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-'T!MW 10/68 * TIME 1974.6 4 *
--- t -EHCLE--: .-. OSO - ** INCLINATION= 50DEG ** PERIGEE= 550<4 **--A'2GE0E 5<50< B/L 3R9BIT TA'P' TD6276 ** PERIO '':I1.54 *4
- -~ *4*******4** ELECTRONS 44**4***44***
*********4*44**4*****4*4**********444*4*4**44*+
~-*W*A*-$ PECTRU4 IN PERCENT DELTA ENEaqY *4*t*t 4*e COMP33ITF ORBIT SOECrR U4* EXPOSURE INDEX-ENERGY >.500'M!V
-----ENERGY- - AVERAGED AVERAGE) S2ECTRUM . .ENERGI AV ERAGE AVER AGED- IMtltg TY' EXPOSURE TOTAL * OF
RANGES TOTA_ FLUX TOTAL FLUX LEVELS INTEG.=LUX INrEG.FUX AMNGES DURATION ACCUMULATED
· -- EV.-- - -- /CM**2/SEC /'CM**2ZDAY PER CENT >(MEV) #/CM**2/SEC #IC4l2**0DAY */CM Z/sEC (HOURS) PARTICLES
-.-. -. 500 4.985E 05 4.307E tO 97.068 .0 5.136E os' 4.437E 10 ZEWR'"F'LUX 17.583 0.0
.500-1.00 1.118E 04 9.656E 08 2.176 .250 5.901F 04 5.099E 09 1.EO-I.EI 0.333 5.325E 03
- 1.00-1.50 2110E 03 1.823E' 08 0.411 .500 1.506E 04 1.301E 09 1.EI-I.E2 0.267 4.576E 04
1.50-2.00 9.318E 02 8.051E 07 0.181 .750 6.814F 03 5.387E 08 I.E2-1-E3 0.733 1.219E 06
.-.2.00-2.50- 4.780E 02-. 4.-130E 07 0.093.... 1.00 3.884E 03 3.355E 08 1.E3-1.E4 1.133 2.059O 07
2.50-3.00 2.290E 02 1.978E 07 0.045 1.25 2.627E 03 2.270E 08 1.E4-I.E5 2.833 4*923E 08
*3.00--4.00 1.315E 02 1.136E 07 0.026 -- 1.50 1.774E 03 1.532E 08 1.ES-1.E6 1.117 7*870E 08
4.00-5.00 3.343E 00 2.889E 05 0.001 1.75 1.242E 03 1.373E 08 1.E6-1.E7 0.0 0.0
5.00-OVER 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.00 3.41BE 02 7.273E 07 1.E7-OVER 0.0 0.0
2.50 3.638E 02 3.143E 07
._.J.OTAL .. . 5.136E 05 4.437E 10- 100.000 ... 300 1.34SE 02 - 1.165E 37 TOTAL 24.000 1.301E 09
3.50 3.043E 01 2.629E 06
4.00 3.343E 00. 2.S89E 05
4.50 5.652E-02 4.984E 03
5.00 0.0 0.0
- .. uaaua a3L· saasaaaasn*.an*a aara*a.*s*** **********-******** ****-*** ** * * **-
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPCSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4, AE5S API. AP5 AP6. AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 197. 4**
-- EEC"Tn F =LUES EXnP:NENTIAI DECAYV:ED Tn 1972. 0 WITM LIF TIrYES, E-.ST,-SI4OPOU.OSP-,C-E 4ZA*S-JU--J*--CUT*OFF-- TiES: -.- -*.--
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES E AND L CCMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 19740. **
** /IiCLF I ren r ** IN ilMATrtn= QOnFi: ** PFI.pFF= 5lOYM *Q * ADn = M ** /it niPRtT TPAD TnA_6 7 6 ** PERI::Dn I -1--I.4 **
***A** a k LOW ENERGY PPOTONS -* *4*4*4*4** - -- _
*L**** Frv ** l***************************************
SSP****P E Dt8 ECU UMDER ERENT 0F1 tTA ENG ***A* N-*4*-F£Rol CT-E0U.CLT-SPECJfUN-**--- - * EXPOSURE. INDEX-6NE&GY--> - 1GONEV *--
_ F iRAG AV GEDfYU JVFi&CFn i LEECTA t iM  M--EJ GY A G.---AVEAVGE D-- --- -- ------- NS1-T.Y---- EXOSURE- TOTAL- OF -
RANGES TOTAL FLUX TOTAL FLLX LEVELS INTEG.FLUX INTEG.FLUX RANGES DURATION ACCUMULATED
I Ev I /CM**2/SC ICM**2/AY PFR CFNT EM FVI lJCM**/sFr C 'rM**2f/nAy sJrt**z)Jr 'fJlO1DSI pA4PTICLE
-.. -. a n1--g. iO- OE -8 _ -13E _ ce -- 7 -10 -. 1. - ..- 2. Q. ..-- 1---044E-O --- ZER;O-FlU --- 4, -oa------1- ...-1... . . . . . *
.500-.900 6.933E 02 E5990E 07 5.740 .300 2.784E 03 2.405E 08 I.EO--IEI 0.383 5.012E 03
- l7-l-.1 e175i F 02 1. n0F C7 1 . 05 *-500 1 474E 0 1-71E - - -? - -]--2 .E -. --.. 443 -3 6 .717E --04---
1.10-1.50 1S518E 02 1.311E 07 1.257 *700 1.009E 03 8.716E 07 1.E2--1E3 0.750 1.272E 06
I.sn lfn 1.-FF 02 SI11AF On opf 7 .lI .17S 00 6748E 07 1-E3-1 0.933 1.90E 07
2.00-2.50 6.808E 01 e.ee2E C6 0.564 1.10 6.535E 02 5.647E 07 I.E4--1.E5 1433 1.780E 08
-.. .. S-0-3LO- 5-- 047E-01 4-360E 06- - 0-.~-8---- 3 nr - 02 -.O 6. .5E --- 488E--O-7--- -------- .E-..E.- 6-.90---- 8.474E 08 ----
3.00-3.50 4.006E 01 2.461E C6 0.332 1.50 5.017E 02 4.335E 07 1.E6--lE7 0.0 0.0
-3.5E-O-nvR- -- 2.3?62-0 9 17--- - -1.97 ----Z A-Z ..-----...-- 5---. 2 -02- ---- 7----O.VER---- -- - -4----------
2.00 3.962E 02 3.423E 07
TnTr- IlnAF hA -nOAe. ne t0nnon0rn 25 02 3 104E 07 TOTAL 2i.000 1 O4iiE 09
2.50 3.282E 02 2.835E 07
- -75-------3.13E--02 --- 2-.. 603E 07 .--- ------ -  . 0 
3.00 2.777E 02 2.399E 07
---- -3.50--- 2.376E.-0---2. -053E 0Z - -- -----
** OR8ITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPCSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4. AE5s AFP. AP5. AP6 AP7? **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
** ELECTRCN FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINOPOULOSf.P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF -TIME:--- -..--
** 4AGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
** VErICLE : OSO 5 ** INCLINATION= 90DEG ** PERIGEE= 55OKM ** APOGEE=----5SOKM *t* 8/L.-C.81 B E TD6L676 ** 'EO- .;nJ*__
******44*4 HIGH ENERGY PROTONS **********-
******************************4******** *






_N/CMk*2/.DAYPER..CEN . .... EV.L_..






* EXPOSURE 4INOEX-ENERGY )500.MEV *
INTENSITY ---- EXPOSURE- --. TO-TAL -OF .-
RANGES DURATION ACCUMULATED







































































2.777E 02. 2.399E 07
2.047E 02 1.769E 07
1.587E-02 ----. 1.371E 07
1.017E 02 8.786E 06
.6..926E -.1 ----- 5.984E-- .------ -
5.821E 01 5.029E 06
4.584E 01 3.961E 06
4.086E 01 3.530E 06
3.933E 01 3.398E 06
3.596E 01 3.107E 06
-- 3,2E6-.[. .2.06!E--06
2.481E 01 2.144E 06
2.203E 01 1I903E 06
1.961E 01 1.694E 06


























-U L"- - "'- -- -m-- -- · · r · __ -_Y-U-LLU-_
***444************************************ a****a***************.*********,***** .******* * -********* *.*- -
** ORUITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRChMENTS : VETTES AE4. AES AFI. AP5. AP6, AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX CF 1972 **
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINOPOULOS&P.VERZAPIU ** CUTOFF -TIMES: - --
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES E AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAGi MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.f **
** VEItCLE. : .OS 5 ... ** INCLINATION. 9ODEG *. PERIGEE= - 550.KM .k APO EE=... 550KM- t.8/L .OCB1 TAPE7--1T .0.--6.R a rOoD-.-4:590- i---
************************************************************* ******************************************************************
*******4*** ELECTRONS ***********l - ...
************************ $************************
****#* SPECTRUM IN PERCENT DELTA ENERGY ******
AVERAGED AVERAGED SPECTRUM
TOTAL FLUX TOTAL FLUX
- . /CM**2/SEC. -. CtM4*2/DAY PER .ENT....
*** COMPOSITE ORBIT SPECTRUM ***
ENERGY AVERAGED AVERAGED
LEVELS INTEG.FLUX INTEG.FLUX
-. tEYVII */CMV*2ISEC.q *ICMA*2/aAY




















































































































0.. 33 ----.. 463E--04-----
0.683 1.132E 06
3.033 5.475E 08
1.733 . .- -l1143E 09
0.0 0.0




- - -- '---- · ---------- ------ ----- ---------- -------
..- -rrsa--·-- r· · I····--·· --- · · · · -
-T;TA4I-o- ------ - - - - Y
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4 AES AP APS P56 AP. APT7 **** PROCEDURE 5 UNIFLUX OF 1972 4*
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E*G*STASSINOPOULOS&P*VERZARIU ** CUTOFF -TIlES:- -- -
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B ANO L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLHMAG, MODEL S: IGRF 1965*0 80-TERM 10/68 * TINE. 1974*6 **
-* VEIC - - --I ------- **-I4CLINATION 330DEG ** PERIGEEs 550KM ** APOGEE- 50KM- ** 8/L-ORBlT--T*PE -- TtDt 1* RiODC- .-t-.- 5 1 --
- -- - -- ----- . ******************** LOW ENERGY PROTONS ********************* ------------ -- - - --.. TABLE OF AKANDT444 T ENRGY ....... ME....*
** TABLE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUXES PER PERIOD - ENERGY >)100 MEV **









FIELD(B) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX















- .------ -- 0-- . ... IQ . ..
11 0.0









































































- .024943 - --
546.36 23.43330 0*24190
1*79
.--. --.. I 5 -'
1.573E 07
- .. l&wc ofrL
1.41 1.10SC 07






-t 16----- 0z -- --------- --- -------.
1.13 000






** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4, AES. API1 APS. AP6S.AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
---- *"-Et.LECT-RON FLUES--EXPeNE4T-IALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: EG.*STASSINOPOULOSOP.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: **
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
* VEHIC-LC : OSO I **-tNCt-L.NA-TIH----33DEG ** PERIGEE= 55OKM ** APOGEE= 550KM ** B/L OeRfT--TAPE: -TV62"fl** PERIO--- s594 l*
__________________ 
___-- -******************** HIGH ENERGY PROTONS *********************ABL OFPEA AN ERGY -tENERGYt5.00tMEV*lt
* TABLE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUXES PER PERIOD - ENERGY >5.00 MEV *





. 118E-C 3 --
3 5S303E 03
--------- 4* .146E 03
5 2.599E 03
------------- - --------- 291E 02
7 2.087E 01
a 0 ---- 
9 Coo
- - .-. .-- ·-- ------ o...-
11 0.0
















































































































- wl' 0'6E- --- '
3.195E 06
** ORBITAL FLUX STUCY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4* AES. API. APS. AP6* AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINOPOULOS&P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: **
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES 8 AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLHAG, MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
- VILi------ - . -- -- *- --INCLINATION= 33DEG ** PERIGEE= 550KM ** APOGEE= 550KM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: TD6276 **- PERIOOm 1-594 *
--................... ............ .. -- *********t********* ELECTRONS *********************ELECTRONS
** TABLE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUXES PER PERIOD - ENERGY >*500 MEV *4

































































































































9*290! 07I4S 3 113E 05
.......... - _,__ .,
****************************************************S *************************************************************.***.**
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONNENTS : VETTES AE49 AE59 APIt AP5, AP6. AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX or 1972 4*
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972- 0 WITH LIFETIMES: F*G.STASSINOPOULOS&P*VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: ---
** MAGNETIC COORDCINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965*0 80-TERM 10/68 · TIMNE 1974®S 4*
** VZHICLE : OSO 2 ** INCLINATION= 400EG ** PERIGEE= 550KM ** APOGEE= 550KM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: TD6276 ** PERIOD- 1594 **
******************** LOW ENERGY PROTONS ***************S***S*
** TABLE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUXES PER PERIOD - ENERGY >-100 MEV **
PERIOD PEAK FLUX POSITION AT WHICH ENCOUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELD(B) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
NUMBER ENCOUNTERED LONGITUDE LATITUDE ALTITUDE PER ORBIT
O/CM**2/SEC (DEG) (DEG) (KM) (HOURS) (GAUSS) (EeR.) f/CM**2/ORBIT
1 3.234F 04 13.719 -39.32 551.48 1.23333 0*23923 2o12 2*731E 07
2 2.574E 04 -3.320 -38.25 551.80 2*85000 0.22804 1.89 2*166E 07
3 1.822E 04 -24.936 -37.71 551.83 4.45000 0-21380 1.61 1.372E 07
4 1.434F 04 -38.277 -34.70 551.94 6.08333 0.20265 1-42 9.639E 06
S 10a74E 04 -48.983 -28.90 551.57 7.73333 0.19396 1.27 6.505E 06
6 4.500E 03 -67.787 -25.85 551.24 9.35000 0.20207 1-20 1.259E 06
7 2ee85E 02 -61.594 -1.78 549.72 11.11667 0*23308 1*20 7.740E 04
8 1i(66E 00 -10G0479 -14.59 550.15 12.61667 0*23541 1.11 2.400E 02
o Q0) -76.344 6.93 549*93 12.76667 0.27866 1.26 0.0
10 C00 -101.681 5*99 549.85 14.35000 0.27159 1*16 0.0
11 (.0 -124.347 7*45 549.9C 15.95000 0.26690 1*13 0.0
12 4.686E 02 42.443 -25.23 541.15 18*46666 0*26543 1.62 8B910E 04
13 1.043E 04 34.661 -33*40 544.71 20.13332 0.25582 1.96 4.684E 06
14 2.600E 04 25.342 -37.91 547.31 21.78331 0.24752 2*14 1-650E 07
15 3.608E 04 17.449 -39.86 549035 23.43330 0*24244 2.19 2.598E 07
** ORBITAL FLUX STUCY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4. AES5 API. APS, AP6. AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINOPOULOS6P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: **
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG, MODEL 5: IGPF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
.** VEHICLE : OSO 2 ** INCLINATION
= 40DEG ** PERIGEE= 550KM ** APOGEE= 55OKM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: T06276 ** PERIOD= 1.594 **
****************************************************************************************
******************** HIGH ENERGY PROTONS **#4eeee************
** TABLE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUXES PFR PERIOD - ENERGY >5.00 MEV **
PERIOD PEAK FLUX POSITION AT WHICH ENCOUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELD(B) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
NUMBER ENCOUNTERED LONGITUDE LATITUDE' ALTITUDE PER ORBIT
#/CM**2/SEC (DEG) (DEG) (KM) (HOURS) (GAUSS) (E.R.) O/CM**2/ORBIT
I 6.322E 03 -9.471 -39.31 549.23 1.15000 0*22553 1.85 5766E 06
2 6*491E 03 -12.371 -39.51 551.30 2.81667 0.22386 1.81 5.841E 06
3 5.839E 03 -24.936 -37.71 551.83 4.45000 0.21380 1.61 4.073E 06
4 5.078E 03 -38.277 -34.70 551.94 6.08333 0.20265 1.42 3*125E 06
5 3.033E 03 -52.565 -30.67 551.70 7.71667 0.19618 1.28 1.635E 06
6 9.161E 02 -64.533 -23.83 551.05 9.36666 0.19821 1-19 3-103E 05
7 3.156E 01 -69.552 -8.99 549.88 11.06667 0.21773 1015 1.119E 04
8 1.307E 00 -97*680 -12.27 550OC 12.63333 0.23292 1.10 2.100E 02
9 0.0 --76.344 6.93 549.93 12.76667 0.27866 1.26 0.0
10 C.0 -101.681 5.99 549.85 14.35000 0.27159 1.16 000
11 C.0 -124.347 7.45 549.9C 15.95000 0.26690 1.13 00
12 1.946E 01 39.214 -23.18 540*43 18.45000 0.26108 1e55 4.883E 03
13 1.808E 03 30.832 -31.84 543-93 20.11664 0*25090 1.88 6.143E 05
14 4.423E 03 12.767 -34.29 545.16 21.73331 0.23692 1.90 2.287E 06
15 6.146E 03 -0.658 -37.43 547.01 23.36664 0.22944 1.89 4-397E 06
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4, AES. AP1. APS. AP6. AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINOPOULOS&P&VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES:
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES 8 AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF.1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974-6 **
** VEHICLE : OSO 2 ** INCLINATION
= 400EG ** PERIGEE= 550KM ** APOGEE= 550KM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: TD6276 ** PERIOD= 1-594 **
***************$***************************$************************************************************** $*
e*e**********e***e** ELECTRONS *******************
** TABLE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUXES PER PERIOD - ENERGY >.SOO MEV **
PERIOD PEAK FLUX POSITION AT WHICH ENCOUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELD(B) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
NUMBER ENCOUNTERED LONGITUDE LATITUDE ALTITUDE PER ORBIT
#/CM**2/SEC (DEG) (DEG) (KM) (HOURS) (GAUSS) (EeRe) R/CM**2/ORBIT
1 6.333E 05 -34.991 -32.94 544.79 1.05000 0.20245 1.41 1.608E 08
2 4.826E 05 -44.458 -37.52 547.58 2.70000 0.20629 1.43 1.656E 08
3 3.816E 05 -47.782 -39.95 550.31 4.36666 0.21159 1.46 1.758E 08
4 6.112E 05 -38.277 -34.70 551.94 6.08333 0.20265 1.42 3.394E 08
5 8.506E 04 -52.565 -30.67 551.70 7.71667 0.19618 1.28 3.362E 07
6 6.354F 03 -61.389 -21.73 550.86 9.38333 0.19586 1.18 1.798E 06
7 6*970E 01 -72.308 -11.35 550.00 11.05000 0.21470 1*14 2.286E 04
8 1.323E 00 -94.936 -9091 549.87 12.65000 0.23249 1.10 1.200E 02
9 000 -76.344 6.93 549.93 12*76667 0.27866 1.26 0.0
10 0O0 -101.681 5.99 549.85 14.35000 0.27159 1.16 0.0
11 3.994E 02 117.259 -39.94 549.82 17.08331 0.48057 2.95 3.834E 04
12 7*075E 02 -73.746 39.96 551.33 17.88332 0.42937 2.93 9.570E 04
13 1.934E 04 27.144 -30.15 543.15 20.09999 0.24763 1.80 5.928E. 06
14 1.636E 05 -8.681 -23t63 540.58 21.63332 0.22126 1.44 4.305E 07
15 4.460E 05 -24.235 -28.74 542.51 23.26666 0*20695 1.42 1.119E 08
'Ira". 39
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPCSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4. AE5S API. APS. AP6, AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
** ELECTRON FLUKES EXFONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINOPOULOS&P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: It
** MASNETIC COORDINATES E AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME- 1974.6 **
4 VE- ICLE : OSO 3 ** INCLINATION= 45DEG ** PERIGEE= -550K(M- ** APOGEE= - 5SOKM-** Ott O*BIT-TAPE: T06276-**-PtERIO- l.. .
******************S* LOW ENERGY PROTONS *********************
** TABLE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUXES PER PERIOD - ENERGY >.100 MEV **
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-***+** *.4 T 4 4 */**
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPCSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4. AES. API. APS. AP6, AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
-- * ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINOPOULOSP-.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES:- .- ... -- *
** MA3NET[C COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME- 1974.6 **
-*--.-4ICLE : OSO 3 ** INCLINATION= 45DEG ** PERIGEE- 550KM ** APOGEE= 550KM ** B/L ORBIT TAPE: -T86276-4-*PmERIO --- -0PER
*****#****t************************* *** **t*********
******************** HIGH ENERGY PROTONS *----**-************ --.
** TABLE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUXES PER PERICD - ENERGY >5.00 MEV **
PERIOD PEAK FLUX PCSITION AT WHICH ENCOUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELD(B) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
NUMBER ENCOUNTERED LONGITUDE LATITUDE ALTITUDE PER ORBIT
#/CM**2/SEC (DEG) (DEG) (KM) (HOURS) (GAUSS) (E.R.) O/CM**2/ORBIT
I 6.5S7E 03 -15.433 -43.44 550.77 1.13333 0.22831 1.90 5.018E 06
2 5.824E 03 -21.851 -44.96 552.69- 2.78333 0*22845- - 186 -- -513E 06--------
3 6.6C8E 03 -14.668 -39.83 553.66 4.48333 0.22274 1.79 4.357E 06
4 5.3eSE 03 -28.571 -35.52 553.22 6.11666 0.20860 1.52 3.121E 06
5 5.419E 03 -40.460 -28.10 552.18 7.76667 0.19498 1.30 2.15eE 06
6 2.076E 03 -59.889 -24.45 551.63 9.38333 0.19498 1*20 5-264E 05 -
7 4.849E 01 -79.620 -20.62 551.08 11.00000 0.21380 1.15 1.735E 04
8 1.6E6E 00 --S6.984 -14.11 550.34- 12.63333 0.23214 !111 2850E -----
9 0.0 -77.363 7.02 549.98 12.76667 0.27943 1.26 0.0
10 0.0 -1C2.660 5.1S 549.89 14.35000 0.27090 1.16 0.0
11 0.0 -125.511 7.44 549.95 15.95000 0.26642 1.13 0.0
12 1.337E 02 42.753 -29.46 543.45 18.48331 0.26694 1.79 3.10SE 04
13 3.033E 03 23.850 -32.81 544.80 20.09999 0.24460 1.90 9.975E OS
14 5.467E 03 5.378 -35.88 546.16 21.71666 0.23249- 1.90 2.536E 06------ -
15 6.72EE 03 -8.406 -40.12 548.28 23.34999 0.22719 1.89 4.212E 06
- -- m-** #* **-*.-4 * ***+*************************** *******·**** ***** **********4***** ****************4****** *******
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPCSITE PARTICLE ENVIRCNMENTS : VETTES AE4, AESe API. APSe AP6. AP7 *4** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX aF 1972 J
--*-EtEf RN FLUXES EXPONENT-I-ALLY- DECAYED TO 1-972---0 WITH LIFETIMES: E*G.STASStNPOULOS6P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: - *4
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES e AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
-- VtI-tIELE- :- 50 -e---aI *-- - --- NL IT IN= - 458EE- ** PER-fEE- -550KM- **- APeEEE -55*4- **--- /t-8tt- TPe -- TD2t-- *4 PEtOD- a.t -*
........ -***4*************** ELECTRONS *******$******4*L*
** TABLE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUXES PER PERIOD - ENERGY >.500 MEV 4*
--- -- ,-- -- -- 455544544544544455$4554444$S4545$44********+****4****- . ..---
PERIOD PEAK FLUX PCSITION AT WHICH ENCOUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELD(B)
--- ____ - tUMBERs- -- ENCOUNTERED - LONGITUDE LATITUDE ALTITUDE







--------- ---4 3.8. e4E--05
5 2.649E 05
- 6---- 1t-292E- 04
7 1.257E 02
-e ----- .- a- ee--<- ---
9 1.102E 04
- 10 4- - 452E 04
II 7.423E 04
---- 12- 8.6-1OE 04
13 7.575E 04





































--- 9s40000 -- 0.19335
11.01667 0.21096




































.22------ E 081- i2
-- -
* I ORB TAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE *PRTICLE ENVIPONMENTS : VETTES AE4, AES, API. AP5S AP6. AD7 **** DROCEDUPF : UNIFLUX 0= 1972 **
** ELFCTCON FLUKES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINO3OU.OS&P.VElZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: **
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L C3YMPUTED BY INVARA O= 1972 WITH A-LMAGS MODEL 5: ISRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
*i- VEHICLE :- OSO 4 ** INCLINATION= 50DEG ** PERIGEE= 550(< ** A'3GEE= .  i0(_ *t 8/- OR31T TAPE TD6276 ** PERI3D= 1.5J4 J*
****'4**4' A* If Ct Ct**** ***I*** t***** 4*********************** * *** * **** *# *I *l*t**4***************************-*******
*******************c LOW ENERGY PROTONS · ***t****.***********




















----- 14 .1-.368F 05
15 1.554E 05















































3RBIT TIME =IEL)(3) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
PEP ORBIT







































































*.***********+4 ***t*4*+* *r**** *t***i******************4t****4**t**4 **l *I *P4t4**t4**f*********************I ^ q 3
*4 ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMDOSITE PARTICLE ENVIPOnMENTS : VETTES AE4. AE5. API. AP5. AD6. AP7 ***t* POCEDURF : UNIFLUX 0= 1972 **
-* ELEC-T-RON--FLUXES EXPONE4TIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINOEOJ-OS& .VE7ZARIU ** CUTOFF TIME=S: **
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L C3MPUTED BY INVARA 3= 1972 WITH A-LMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TEPM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
** VEHICLE 030 4 ** INGLINATION= 50DEG ** PERIGEE= 550(< ** A>3GEE= 550(4 t B/L 3R3IT tAPE: TD6276 ** PERT3D= 1.594 **
*******4***4** **** 4***********************************4***** ********q4t' *4* **4*4*4 *****4*****************************4**
*****4************** HIGH ENERGY PROTONS *****************
* TA3LE OF PEAK AN) TOTAL FLUXES PEP PERIOD - ENERGY >5.00 "EV 4*
***********************4***4*4+*4+*** * ***4*444*4*4***L*
PERIOD PEAK FLUX 3OSITI3N AT WHICH ENCOUNTERED 3R31T TIME FIF-D(3) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
NUMBER ENCOUNTERED LONGITUDE LATITUDE ALTITJDE PFR ORBIT
#/CM**2/SEC (DEG) (DEG) (KM) (HOJRS) (GAUSS) (E.R.) O/CM**2/ORBIT
1 5.219E 03 -27.163 -45.53 551.42 1.10030 0.22825 1.81 3.399F 06
2 3.752F 03 -33.201 -49.37 553.39 2.75000 0.23786 1.87 3.376F 06
3 5.919E 03 -0.252 -38.29 554.51 4.53333 0.22973 1.93 4.102E 06
4 5.699E 03 -19.058 -34.79 553.37 6.15000 0.21427 1.60 3.156- 06
5 4.772E 03 -44.823 -35.83 354.01 7.73333 0.20276 1.40 2.373E 06
6 2.390E 03 -55.334 -24.45 552.00 9.40030 0.19275 1.21 7.803E 05
7 9.173E 01 -78.126 -22.97 551.73 11.00000 0.21271 1.17 2.790E 04
8 2.155E 00 -93.719 -13.14 550.43 12.65000 D.22947 1.11 4.463E 02
9 0.0 -78.309 6.95 550.03 12.76667 0.27933 1.26 0.0
10 0.0 -103.541 5.66 549.94 14.35000 0.26965 1.15 0.0
11 0.0 -126.573 7.24 553.01 15.95030 0.26548 1.12 0.0
12 6.381E 02 39.506 -31.38 544.40 1S.48331 0.26203 1.87 1.412E 05
13 3.472E 03 20.261 -35.11 545.37 20.09999 0.24203 1.99 1. 1 79F 06
14 5.590F 03 -2.092 -36.38 545.89 21.70030 0.22783 1.84 2.556- 06
15 6.261E 03 -15.663 -41.75 549.27 23.33331 0.22482 1.83 3.697E 06
**************** ********* ***************Z****O T**E**** *S*4 A5*( *4 e A ** X*****4*********9********* l
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMO3SITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : PETTES AE4 AE5 g A'5, AD6, Ao7 ee*4 ROCEDUPE : UNIFLUX O= 1972 *
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONE9TIALLY DECAYED TO 1972. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.GoSTASSINOPOJ.OS&S.VERZARIU e* CUTOFF TIMES: '*
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVAlA O= 1972 WITH A-LMAG, MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1970.6 *
*4 VEHICLE-:-- OSO 4 ** INCLINATION= 50DEG ** PERIGEE= 550(< ** A'OGEE= 550<( ** B/L ORBIT TAPFI TD6276 ** PERIOD= 1.594 **
-*f******************* ELECTRONS ** ***************
*4 TA3LE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUKES PER DERIOD - ENERGY >.500 MEV e*
********** ****+*********** 4**** ***** *** *** *** ******
PERIOD PEAK FLUX POSITION AT WHICH ENCOUNTERED 3R81T TIME FIELD(3) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
NULBER ENCOUNTERED LONGITUDE LATITUDE ALTITJOE PER OPPIT
#/CM**2/SEC (3EG) (DEG) (KM) (HOURS) (GAUSS) (E.Q.) */CM**2/ORBIT
1 5.129E 05 -43.907 -38.23 547.76 1.03333 0.20772 1.45 1.108E 08
2 1.231F 05 -57.955 -43.27 550.16 2.66667 0.22615 1.49 3.718F 07
3 4.055E 04 3.314 -36.07 554.13 4.55000 0.23063 1.89 3.362F 07
4 1.892E 05 -9.867 -27.36 552.55 6.20000 0.21890 1.52 9.700E 07
5 5.933E 05 -44.823 -35.83 554.01 7.73333 0.20276 1.40 1.958E 08
6 2.180E 04 -52.723 -21.76 551.58 9.41667 0.19194 1.20 6.671E 06
7 2.615E 02 -75.576 -20.25 551.33 11.01667 3.20902 1.15 7.218F 04
8 3.107E 04 177.576 -48.90 553.35 12.28333 0.46759 3.21 7.466E 06
9 8.374E 04 161.823 -49.77 554.17 13.90030 0.48953 4.01 3.457F 07
10 7.578E 04 157.314 -49.12 555.24 15.55000 0.49231 4.05 6.339- 07
11 1.564E 05 -50.210 49.94 555.29 16.29999 0.41887 3.98 1.116F 08
12 1.745E 05 76.392 -48.20 552.77 18.63332 0.40666 3.99 1.284F 08
13 1.997E 05 65.984 -49.93 554.16 20.25555 0.37296 3.93 1.661E 08
14 2.920E 05 -14.534 - -26.52 543.20 21.63332 0.21515 1.46 1.722F 08
15 5.817E 05 -31.180 -32.98 545.51 23.26666 0.20465 1.44 1.362E 08
***A * ** ********* ***t***** ***** *** ***** ******************** * ***C**** *********-*******S**
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4. AES. API. APS. AP6. AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
_**_ELECTRON FLUXES- EXPONENTI.,ALLY DECAYED TO 19-72-0 WIT-K- LIFETIMES:. E.G.oSTASSINOPOULOS&I.VEIRZARIU-- **-CUTOFF -- 'TI SME S-'
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES E AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG, MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
** VF4 Ir. F ; nn = ___*_INCL NAT ln1- 900. ** . PER GEE- =,C O5,0Keu ** AOGE- ~55KM 8" R-ORRT TAPOE _Tl_76 Z * 0EArIO- 1_91 n
**t*************$l*****
-*E R.,W EtE GY--PROTONS **-***************
** TABLE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUXES PER PERIOD - ENERGY >.l00 MEV **
- *~****** **** ** **-***U ****+t**-*** tL********-*t****--**U***-*t~
PERIOD PEAK FLUX POSITION AT WHICH ENCOUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELD(B) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
. NUM-ER- ENCOUNT£IEE-. ----- LnNG!TU0.-- -ELATITUDE -ALTITUDE-- - ...- _..- . .-- -- - .--. .PER- ORIT
#/C#**2/SEC (DEG) (DEG) (KM) (HOURS) (GAUSS) (E.P.) I/CM**2/ORBIT
1 9.472E 04 -- E6.648 -76.16 563.23 1.13333 0.40939 4.79 6.238E 06
93 7 .08EF 05 42.43g -'-59.2 56O.9 4.O1660 0 -- 3270 4.68 1.0 6EA 07
3 7.018E 05 42.463 -59.29 561.99 4.51667 0.33272 4.68 1.025E 08













_=R2g- 2 4 0 -Z.Aa
-52.295 -75.62






























------4.55 ..- - 6_E-0-
4.55 1.145E 08
-.. ..20------ 7--162E- -0. -
4.39 3.727E 07




















- -- -- - - - - _ - _
- "'~"`'
** 3JRITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPCSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS : VETTES AE4, AE5. AP1; AP5. AP6. AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
_-**L I*CT2rN F I XFS -EXPCNEN~lLLeAVECED TO 1972Z-O IrTH. .LHET!IME-S' E.G.STASSINPULO, $rp.VEZAU **--._CUTFF TrFF : I ES t_
** MAGNETIC CGORDINATES e AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
-_-I CIF :-nsn I NCLI NATlOn= QnnFr. PF EF 5 **PEt = q * apnGFF=-550su ** sX O TITP4 TD 16276 a PFRIQnn- J59 4**-
....... ***************e*e * }-HIGH ENERGY -PIONS *.*ta*t***********t** - -
** TABLE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUXES PER PERICO - ENERGY >5.00 MEV **
-.-........ . ..........- - ** **** t *** * **r ****** ****** * * * ** ** *t**t * ****** #**** - ....-------
PERIOD PEAK FLUX PCSITION AT WHICH ENCOUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELD(B) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
- - biUMBER _ -ELCO.UNTEREO ___I ONGITUDE--LA-TITUDE- --A--POTUD _ - ---- --
N/CM**2/SEC (DEG) (DEG) (KM) (HOURS) (GAUSS) (E.P.) i/CM**2/ORBIT
I 3.062E 01 -e3.890 -34.72 550.12 0.95000 0.24115 1.30 8.306E 03
- l n5n FA- 1-56 ssO4 0;-,o -3'0 1 03 0-0
3 8.618E 02 40.959 -36.71 555.99 4.61666 0.26815 2.16 1.516E 05
4 __ -_ ---_ _.0 .- 1_6 3 -- 3 5.1 4- --- -55-:-60- -. 6.2167 .-- 16  0 - 23802-- - ..-- 9I7- ----- 9.223E 05- ----
5 6.2f2E 03 -- 6.922 -37.34 556.22 7.80000 0.22468 1.82 2.073E 06
A ,7A1F n3 -0_98hZ. n_35.78 - 555.P - -inpp 0.20734 -- 4-.50- ;.655E 06A
7 3.155E 03 -- 55.053 --34.21 555.45 11.00000 0.20179 1.32 1.168E 06
a .OA4F .8 -78,A6 -3.1 5f 07 .1 2q8333 0 23533 1I.3 4 2-85E 04
9 0.0 -l1.626 4.99 550.35 12.76667 0.27116 1.22 0.0
10- 0.0 - - -- 1O.41 - -- 550.30 -4.3500.-- - .290 0.25949- 0------.2--- - .. ,0 .
11 1.44EE 03 36.455 -- 35.31 550.17 16.88332 0.25918 2.07 2.672E 05
- -- 12- 4 O ------- -12-3 -- -364--- -- 55 - 69 -4-448J31-- -0.23692 -- - --2601 1. 076E--06-
13 6.6C9E 03 - 11.927 --42.22 552.56 20.09999 0.22784 1.91 2.226E 06
14 5_7E 03 _ - _3241 -347 549-18 16999 020119 140 2.34E 06
15 2.6S5E 03 -- 59.307 --34.04 549.68 23.25000 0.20444 1.31 7.612E 05
** ORITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPCSITE PARTICLE ENVIRCNMENTS : VETTES AE4, AE5s API, APS. AP6, AP7 **** PROCEDURE : UNIFLUX OF 1972 **
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY CECAYED TO 1572. 0 WITH LIFETIMES: E.G.STASSINOPOULOS&P.VERZA;IU ** CUTOFF TIMES: - *---
** MAGNETIC COOPDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVAPA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1974.6 **
** VEICLE : OSO 5 ** INCLINATION= 900DEG * PERIGEE= -55sKM ** APOGEE=. --5S0OKM-** B/L OBI-T-TAE- T06 276 -**--PER4n - .-544
4*4** *************************
***************** ELECTRONS *******************
** TABLE OF PEAK AhD TOTAL FLUXES DER PERIED - ENERGY >.500 MEV **
PERIOD PEAK FLUX PCSITION AT WHICH ENCOUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELD(B) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
NUMBER ENCOUNTERED LONGITUDE LATITUDE ALTITUDE PEP ORBIT
O/CM**2/SEC (DEG) " (DEG) (KM) (HOURS) (GAUSS) (E.P.) O/CM**2/ORBIT
1 1.535E 05 -E6.397 -72.40 562.41 1.11666 0.39532 3.86 6.428E 07
2 1.SBeE 05 . 65.777 -4. .S56- -.. 5 5L- . .. 296667--.--370833- - - .-- --. 8 B . . ..--- 78-E-7
3 3.172E 05 42.213 -- 55.53 561.09 4.53333 0.31804 4.01 1.043E 08
4 2.233E c0 18.648 -61.49 562.51 6.10000 0.30446 3.96 1.226E 08
5 2.718E 05 -4.916 -67.45 563.69 7.66667 0.31865 3.90 1.391E 08
6 6.C28E 05 -31.238 -32.01 554.84 9.41667 0.20300 .1 .42. 1.982E 08
7 2.732E 05 -54.802 -37.58 556.46 10.98333 0.20906 1.39 1.167E 08
8 1.951E C5 -76.361 -74.C5 564.70 12.41667. 0.38953 - -4.07 .-- ---- 410 --07
9 1.522E 05 -100.427 -72.49 564.53 14.01667 3.41429 4.20 6.734E 07
10 2.369E 05 59.267 -52.59 556.33 15.36667 0.35685 4.18 8.829E 07
It 3.21eE 05 34.951 -57. 2 558.18 16.98331 0.31258 4.09 1.132E 08
12 2.S73E CS 10.384 -67.02 561.04 18.61664 0.32448 4.44 1.216E 08
13 2.5s4E 05 -13.933 -72.36 562.46 20.23331 0.34475 4.43 1.437E 08
14 7.C77E C5 .- 35.241 -32.47 . 5S49.18 21.64999 ...- 020L4 .-------.-. --:A &66E o8
15 I.S44E CS05 -E2.064 -75.49 563.19 23.43330 0.38264 4.33 9.033E 07
TABLE -
.. - - OSO 1
CIPRCULAR
.- - .---.--- - INCL INATION: 33 DEG
PERIGEE: 550 KM
-- POGEE:-- 550 KM






DECAY DATE: 1972. 0O
t**** -,-Pe - ANALYSIS ****
PROTONS-LOW PROTONS-HIGH ELECTRONS
-- -- E> -OMEV (tE>5. OOMEV) (E>500MEV)
PERCENT OF TOTAL LIFE-
TIME SPENT IN FLUX--FREE
REGIONS* OF SPACE
-----PERCENT OF TOTAL LIFE-
TICE SPENT IN -Gi-- -
-INTENSITY -R-EGIONS+ OP
--VAN ALLEN BELTS




* PERCENT OF TOTAL LIFETIME SPENT INSIDE AND *
* OUTSIDE THE TRAPPED-PARTICLE RADIATION BELT *
INNER ZONE -TI-* :
(1.0 < L < 2.5)
OUTER ZONE
84.86 X (2.5 < L <
EXTERNAL
(L > 7C0)







-TE- = 0.0 X
10000 X
*TIME IN INNER ZONE MAY BE SUBDIVIDED AS FOLLOWS:
98.06 X 92.71 % 83.94 X
****************** ************ *** ********************
* <1 PARTICLE/CM**2/SEC
+ >I.E5 EL/CM**2/SEC OR 1E3 PR/CM**2/SEC
OUTSIDE TRAPPING REGION : 18.19 X
(1-0 < L < 1let
INSIDE TRAPPING REGION : 81.81 X








DECAY DATE: 1972. 0.






DECAY DATE: 1972. O0
* PERCENT OF TOTAL LIFETIME SPENT INSIDE AND *
* OUTSIDE THE TRAPPED-PARTICLE RADIATION BELT *
PROTONS- LOW
(E>. ICCMEV)
PERCENT OF TOTAL LIFE.
TIMC SPENT IN FLUX-FPEr
REGIONS* OF SPACE :
PERCENT OF TOTAL LIFE-
TIME SPENT IN HIGH-
INTENSITY REGIONS+ OF
VAN ALLEN BELTS :










INNER ZONE -TI-* :
(1*0 < L C 2*5)
OUTER ZONE









-TE- : 0.0 X
100-00 X
*TIME IN INNER ZONE MAY BE SUBDIVIDED AS FOLLOWS:
94.15 X 80*68 X
OUTSIDE TRAPPING REGION :
(1t0 < L < 11)
15.35 X
INSIDE TRAPPING REGION : 80*62 X
(1.1 < L < 2.5)
* <1 PARTICL-/CM**2/SEC




--.. .- .-- .- - -IRCULAR -- -
INCLINATION -45 DEG
- PEIIEE: S50 KM -
---.---- APOE -- -- - -550 -KN
DEC'AY DATE: 1972. 0.






DECAY DATE: 1972. 0.
* PERCENT OF TOTAL LIFETIME SPENT INSIDE
* OUTSIDE THE TRAP=ED-PARTICLE RADIATION
AND--* ---
BELT *
- PROTONS-LOW PROTONS--HIGH ELECTRONS
-E>..tOOEV)- (E)5,OOMEV) (E>500OMEV) ...--.---- .
PERCENT OF TOTAL LIFE-
TI4E SPENT IN FLUX-FREE
REGiONS* OF SPACE : 79.72 S 81.67 S
- -PERCENT OF TOTAL l-FFE--
---- tE- -SPENT -N -H IGH----- -----
--.---INTENSITY REGIONS+ OF
--- VAN-ALLEN BELTS T 12.99 1
PERCENT CF TOTAL DAILY
FLUX ACCUMULATED IN
HIGH-INTENSITY REGIONS: 99.46 X
8.82 2
77.92 X
INNER ZONE -TI-* :
(1.0 < L < 2.5)
OUTER ZONE









-TE- : 0.0 X
: 100.00 X
*TIME IN INNER ZONE MAY BE SUBDIVIDED AS FOLLOWS:
94.73 2 61.82 X
OUTSIDE TRAPPING REGION :
(1.0 < L < 1.1)
* -*****************************************
* <I PARTICLE/CM**2/SEC
+ >I.ES EL/CM**2/SEC CR I.E3 PR/CM**2/SEC
INSIDE TRAPPING REGION : 75.90 x









DECAY DATE: 1972. 0.
e*** EX0OSURE ANALYSIS ****
PROTONS-LOW PROTONS-IGH ELECTRONS
(E>.IOOMEV) (E>S5.OOMEV) (E>.500MEV)
PERCENT OF TOTA_ LIFE-
TIME SPENT IN FLUX-FREE
REGIONS* OF S'ACE :
PERCENT OF TOTA- -I=E-
TIME SPENT IN HIGH-
INTENSITY PEGIONS+ OF
VAN ALLEN BELTS :
PERCENT OF TOTA-L AILY
FLUX ACCUMULATED IN
HIGH-INTENSITY REGI3NS:
79.44 % 82.22 X




A= OGEE: .. SS:KM
DECAY DATE'V T72. O.
* 'EICENT OF TOTA_ LIFETIME SPENT INSIDE
* OJTSIDE THE TIAPPED-PARTICLE RADIATION
I44ER.Z)NE -TI-* : 84.17 X
(1.0 < - < 2C.5 '
OUTER Z3NE -TO-
73.26 X (2.5 C - < 7.0)
EXTERNA.
· (. > 7.0)- -







-TE- "I 0.0 X
: 100.00 X
*TIME 1N I4ER Z3NE MAY BE SUBDIVIDED AS FOLLOWS:
99.67 X 94.11 X 60.49 %
OJTSI3E TRAP'I'4G REGMh-
(1.0 C - < 11)
12.64 X
I4SI)E TRAPPING REGION : 71.53 X
(1.1 <- - C 2.5)
* <I PARTICLE/CM**2/SEC
+ >I.E5 E-/CM**2/SEC OR I.E3 PR/CM**2/SEC
.- -- TABLE--
- -.- - .- SO--RCULA
-- - -- - - -------
INCLINATION: 90 DEG
.PERaGEE: 550 KM
_ -- AaGE- E5 sn KM
_ - --_ --- --_- --0
.- .----- I-NCLIATION--- -90- DEEG-
- --- EREE: -- 550 -KK-
*Dn.ccE C c * vu
DECAY CATE- 1972. e 0. -
__ **.#* EXPOSURE AN Al YS-1S**
--- -- - --- DECAY---AT-E: -9-Z.-O.----- - --
* OFCFMIT F TflAl IM.T .Wi CfCT i enFC Ar *
FROTCNS-LOW -PROTONS-EI-G ELECTRONS -
-- 1E>-IOOMEV -(-FE5-00MEI=V)- -E-).-500MEV--- -
PERCENT 3F TOTAL LIFE-
TIME SPENT IN FLUX-FREE
- - . . . - - - . . . ............
REGIONS* OF SPACE :
PERCENT 3F TOTAL LIFE-
T1--.ME SFENT. IN-HLGiJ- -
INTENSITY REGIONS+ OF
VAN ALLEN BELTS
PERCENT OF TOTAL DAILY
FLUX ACCUMULATED IN
HIGH--INTENSITY REGIONS:
7S.65 X ee88.68 1 69.17 X
* .-OUTS-IDE-- THE--. TRAPPED-PARTICLE -RADI-ATI1ON -- LT * ---
INNER ZONE - E----L.-a-- 64 s -
(- 41.-- L < 2.5l --
OUTER ZONE -TO- : 21.39 X
(2.5 < L < 7.0)
- --- -- EXTERNAL-- -- TE-- - ---24 T0-X --- -
%l. - -- -




*TIME IN INNER ZONE MAY BE SUBDIVIDED AS FOLLOWS:
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Computer Produced Output Tables for Orbital Flux Integrations.
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Figure 1 * Set of tables produced for every trajectory considered in a
trapped particle radiation study.
Table #1
PLOT ARRANGEMENT
Computer Produced Plots for Orbital Flux Integrations.
Standard Production Runs with UNIFLUX Program.
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Set of plots produced for every trajectory considered in a
trapped particle radiation study.
* U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1972-735-970/802
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